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Lawrence G. Edwards
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SUMMARY
This report describes an instrumentation and wire harness design for the COLD-SAT experi-
ment subsystem. The design incorporates transducers, signal conditioning systems, and wire harness
components that were chosen, whenever possible, based on their past successful use with liquid hydrogen
(LH2) and on previous spaceflight systems. Electrical current excitation levels and data acquisition rang-
ing were designed to meet the temperature measurement requirements using space-flight qualified plati-
num resistance thermometers with existing 8-bit space-flight qualified data acquisition systems. Cone
shaped LH 2 temperature and liquid/vapor sensors were recommended to minimize false measurements in
low-gravity conditions. The need for a 12-bit data acquisition system to provide improve resolution and
accuracy for critical measurements is addressed, and an experimental data unit design is presented. Error
analyses were performed on all instrument candidates, and the influence of physical parameters such as
temperature and pressure on the overall measurement accuracies was determined. Most experimenters'
measurement requirements can be met by the design; however, some measurement techniques and instru-
mentation need development. Two-phase flow detection, leak detection systems, and mass gauging are
areas that need development. Heat conduction to the LH 2 tanks was recognized as a chief concern early
in the design effort. Wire materials, wire multiplexing techniques, and cryogenic operable pressure trans-
ducers were selected to minimize this problem.
A list identifying all measurements and the transducers to be used to make the measurements is
presented. Schematic drawings showing the locations of the transducers are presented, and a total system
wire harness was designed to show the feasibility and hardware requirements of the system.
INTRODUCTION
Acquiring the technology to store and transfer cryogens in space is mandatory for future long-
duration space flight missions. COLD-SAT, an acronym for cryogenic orbiting liquid depot for storage,
acquisition, and transfer, is a spacecraft-experiment system designed to obtain this technology. The
spacecraft will contain a LH 2 supply tank, a large receiver tank, and a small receiver tank. Experiments
investigating LH 2 tank pressure control, receiver tank chilldown methods, and receiver tank fill tech-
niques will be conducted. The success of the COLD-SAT experiments will be directly related to the mea-
surements made and the accuracy with which the measurement data are acquired and processed. The
instrumentation, signal conditioning, and measurement techniques used to make the various measure-
ments is critical in determining the success of the mission.
The instrumentation must be capable of surviving the stresses of launch and the environment of
space and be reliable over the course of the COLD-SAT mission. The instrumentation must not interfere
with or distort the processes it measures. Transducers must operate in liquid and gaseous hydrogen envi-
ronments. Electrical wiring materials and techniques must minimize heat conduction to the cryogenic
tanks.
Thisreportpresentsadetailedesignfortheinstrumentation,signalconditioning,andwirehar-
ness.In developingthedesign,instrumentationcandidatescapableof meetingthemeasurementrequire-
mentswerecompared,andrecommendationswereproposedbasedonerroranalysis,reliability,and
performancehistories.Thelocation,mountingtechniques,andelectricalharnessingoftheinstrumentsare
addressed.Experimentsignalconditionersandtelemetryinterfacesystemsthataredesignedto maximize
thereturnof experimentaldatawhileminimizinginterferencewithexperimentphenomenarepresented.
Systemcomponentweightsandpowerequirementswereestimated.Specificinstrumentationmodelsare
notidentifiedin thisreportoavoidtheappearanceof NASAorAnalexCorp.endorsementof commer-
cialproducts.
Thisreportismeanto beusedin conjunctionwiththeoverallCOLD-SATTechnicalMemoran-
dumreportwhichcontainsdetaileddescriptionsof thespacecraft,experimentrequirements,andmission
philosophy.
ThisreportdocumentstheNASALewisResearchCenterin-houseCOLD-SAT instrumentation
and wire harness design effort conducted under Contract NAS3-25776. The feasibility design was com-
pleted for presentation at a nonadvocate review of the total COLD-SAT program held in June 1990. The
findings of the review committee were that the project was feasible. The program, however, was found
unacceptable due to cost.
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COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION AND ELECTRONICS SUBSYSTEM Tr&c
Interface Definition
The experiment system instrumentation and electronics subsyste m consists of the transducers
required to convert physical process parameters, such as temperature, pressure, flow rate, and accelera-
tion, into electrical equivalent signals. The transducers require electrical excitation signals, which are pro-
vided by power supplies contained in the signal-conditioning electronic boxes, The output signal of the
transducers must be conditioned to a form compatible for input to the spacecraft telemetry tracking and
command (Tr&C) subsystem. This is accomplished by amplifiers, filters, and analog-to-digital signal
converters. The experiment system contains three high-resolution, 12-bit analog-to-digital converter sig-
nal conditioning units, called experiment data units, or EDU's. The experiment system instrumentation
and electronics subsystem also contains the instrumentation and electrical component wire harnesses, sen-
sor mounting hardware, heaters, liquid-level capacitive probe signal conditioning unit, accelerometer, and
fluid mixer power unit. Table 1 lists the experiment system electronic boxes with their estimated weights
and power requirements. Figure 1 is an artist's concept of the COLD-SAT spacecraft that shows the loca-
tion of the electronic bays.
The experiment electrical and electronic boxes receive power from the spacecraft electrical sys-
tem. Heaters, valves, mixer motor, and most instrumentation receive electrical power through the TT&C
system. The Tr&C system contains a command telemetry unit (CTU) and two remote command telem-
etry units (RCTU's), which provide transducer electrical power, sensor output signal conditioning, and 8-
bit analog-to-digital signal conversion. The TI'&C system also contains relay sequencer units (SEQ's),
which distribute electrical power to the experiment subsystem valves and heaters. Figure 2 is a block dia-
gram of the COLD-SAT experiment system and its interface w_th the TT&C system, The total number of
sensors and the number of sensors assigned to each signal conditioner is shown.
Transducers
Transducersconsistofthesensorsandbuilt-incompensationnetworksrequiredto convertphysi-
calpropertiesintoequivalentelectricalsignals.Temperature,pressures,flow rates,acceleration,liquid
level,vapordetection,mixermotorspeed,power,andvalvestatustransducersarerequiredformonitoring
thephysicalpropertiesandstatusoftheCOLD-SATexperimentfluidsandsystems.
DataAcquisitionSystems
Figure3isasimplifiedblockdiagramrepresentationfaCOLD-SATexperimentdataacquisi-
tionsystem(DAS).TheDASacquirestheanalogoutputsignalsof thetransducers,conditionsthesignals
bymeansof amplifiers,filters,andtranslatorsandconvertsthesignalto anequivalentdigitalformre-
quiredbythe"IT&C system.
To minimize circuitry, electronic multiplexers are used to switch the transducer output to a single
instrumentation amplifier stage where the signal is converted to a 0- to 5-V level. The voltage output of
the amplifier stage is converted to an equivalent digital form for the telemetry system by analog-to-digital
converters. The convertors are defined by the number of binary digits (bits) they use to represent an ana-
log signal range. The resolution, or smallest detectable change, of the DAS is equal to the span of the
measurement system divided by the decimal equivalent of the number of bits. COLD-SAT experiment
measurements will be monitored with two types of DAS systems: 8-bit analog-to-digital systems, located
in the TI'&C telemetry units, and 12-bit analog-to-digital systems, designated as experimental data units
(EDU's).
Telemetry tracking and command 8-bit data acquisition systems.--The TF&C system provides
most of the signal conditioning electronics for the COLD-SAT instrumentation. The TI'&C system uses
8-bit analog-to-digital converters located in the systems command and remote command telemetry units
(RCTU' s). The 8-bit converters set the measurement resolution to 1 part in 256 of the analog measure-
ment range. The maximum error between the analog input and its digitized equivalent can be as great as
1/2 the resolution value, or _+0.195 percent of the full-scale range. This error component is known as the
quantization error (ref. 1). The system's multiplexers have leakage current components that produce
measurement errors due to the voltage drop they produced across resistive components in the circuit. Each
signal conditioning card contains eight multiplexers that can result in a total leakage current component
eight times greater than the specified value of one multiplexer. The uncertainties of the signal condition-
ing electronics were included in the measurement error analysis and influenced the selection of a sensor
type. Table 2 lists the estimated root sum square (rss) signal conditioning uncertainties for the anticipated
sensor measurement ranges. The values were based on existing 8-bit flight qualified data acquisition sys-
tem capabilities. The rss method of combining uncertainties was used for all measurement error analysis
because of the unlikely probability that all uncertainties are coherent (ref. 2).
Experimental data units ._Three EDU's were designed with 12-bit analog-to-digital converters
to provide improved accuracy and resolution and to meet measurement requirements incapable of being
met by the 8-bit systems. The EDU design and 8-bit signal conditioning system designs were identical
except for the use of a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter and only one multiplexer per circuit card. The
EDU's would provide excitation and signal conditioning electronics for the flow-measurement systems,
accelerometer, and high-resolution tank-pressure measurement transducers. Figure 4 is a simplified block
diagram of an EDU measurement system. Figure 5 shows the major signal conditioning errors of the two
types of DAS units estimated for the 30-mV measurement range. The use of a 12-bit analog-to-digital
converter and only one multiplexer per card reduced the quantization error to 0.012 percent of the range
and reduced the leakage current influence by i/8th. The qualification of a 12-bit analog-to-digital con-
verter for space flight is required for this system to be feasible.
Harnessing
Theexperimentsubsysteminstrumentationandelectricalpowercomponentharnessconsistsof
theelectricalwiringandconnectorsequiredtoconnectthetransducersandelectricalpoweredcompo-
nentsto theirassociatedSignalconditioners,powersupplies,andrelayboxes.
Mostof theinstrumentationandelectricpoweredcomponentswill bethermallybondedtothe
LH2tanks.Thetemperaturegradientexperiencedbythecomponentwiringwill resultinalargethermal
energyinputintothetanksandanexcessiveboiloff lossof hydrogenif copperwirewereused.Tomini-
mizethisproblem,unconventionalwirematerialwill beusedtoelectricallyconnectthecryogenictank
instrumentationandhardwareto thewarmcopperwireharnessof thespacecraftwiretrays. Manganin
wire will be used for instrumentation wiring. Phosphor bronze wiring will be used for valves and heater
applications.
Manganin has a distinct advantage over other wire materials for cryogenic use because of its very
low thermal conductivity at low temperatures (ref. 3). Unfortunately, being a poor thermal energy con-
ductor also results in manganin being a poor electrical conductor. However, the current requirements for
most of the instrumentation is below 15 mA, and 24 American wire gauge (AWG) diameter manganin
wire is adequate. Four-wire measurements will be made on temperature sensors to eliminate the wire volt-
age drop of the sensors' current carrying leads from the voltage-measurement circuit. The constant cur-
rent operation of pressure transducers will eliminate wire voltage-drop influence from this measurement.
Phosphor bronze wire provides a combination of fairly low thermal conductivity with reasonable
resistivity and was selected for valves, motors, and heaters that have current ratings that would require
excessively large-diameter manganin wire (ref. 4). The use of phospho_r bron_ wire would reduce the
electrical components harness weight and limit heat conduction to a tolerable level.
Connectors and receptacles used for cryogenic tank wire feedthroughs will be similar to the type
used on D-1A Centaur launch vehicles. Bulkhead connector assemblies exposed to temperatures below -
53_F_Wi]|_conform to GeorgeC._hail Space Flight Centerspecificatlon 40M38294_ Connectors ex-
posed to temperatures above -55 °F will be series MIL-C-38999.
MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
The COLD-SAT experiment matrix consists of eight primary experiments. From the primary
ex _eriment data requirements the following measurements were identified to be necessary:
High-resolution LH 2 and GH 2 temperatures (type A)
Tank structure temperatures (type AB)
Hydrogen liquid-vapor level
Liquid-vapor two-phase flow detection
Tank pressures and flow device pressure drops
Liquid-hydrogen flow rates
Mixer flow rates
Thermodynamic vent systems (TVS) and vent flow rates
Spacecraft acceleration
Valve status indication
Electrical power supplied to heaters and mixer motors.
Transducers were selected for each type of measurement based on measurement range, accuracy,
and reliability. Signal conditioning techniques were developed to achieve best possible measurement ac-
curacy based on a measurement error analysis. Table 3 lists the required measurements, the measurement
range, transducer type, and numbers. Calculated measurement uncertainties and desired sampling rates
are also listed. A detailed measurement list, which provides traceability of each measurement to its pri-
mary experiment requirement document, is located in the appendix.
TemperatureMeasurementRequirement
Two primary temperature measurement requirements were determined from the experiment re-
quirements.
High-resolution LH 2 and GH 2 temperatures (type A )._The capability of measuring and resolving
small temperature gradients existing from the LH 2 tank walls into the bulk of the fluid and also at the
LH2--GH 2 interface is required. Temperature sensors capable of fulfilling this requirement would provide
temperature measurements of structure and fluid in the saturated and subcooled hydrogen temperature
ranges. An uncertainty less than or equal to _+0.2 °R for the 20 to 50 °R temperature range is required for
these measurements. This high-accuracy temperature measurement was designated as type A.
The saturation temperature of hydrogen varies from 30.8 °R at 5 psia to 45.4 °R at 50 psia (ref.
5). This pressure range covers the operating range of the cryogenic tanks and thermodynamic vent sys-
tems. The temperature measurement accuracy over this range was considered critical.
Tank structure temperatures. Temperature measurements of tanks, structure components, and
fluids during chilldown experiments and periodically during the course of the COLD-SAT mission must
be measured. A total temperature range measurement from 36 to 540 °R is required. This total tempera-
ture range measurement was designated type AB.
Temperature Sensor Candidates
A number of temperature transducer types exist that could be used to measure the required tem-
perature ranges (ref. 6). Three popular thermoresistive temperature sensors used for cryogenic tempera-
ture measurements are germanium resistance thermometers (GRT), platinum resistance thermometers
(PRT), and silicon diodes. Thermoresistive temperature measurement is based on the change in a metal or
semiconductor impedance as a function of temperature.
Other temperature measurement sensors include thermocouples and thermistors. Thermocouples
were not considered because of their low sensitivities and poor accuracies. Thermistors were not consid-
ered because of their rapidly changing sensitivities and the need for multiple range-switching signal-con-
ditioning systems.
Platinum resistance thermometers.--Platinum resistance thermometers (PRT' s) belong to the
resistance temperature detector (RTD) family. Resistance temperature detection is based on the increase
in resistivity of a metal conductor with increase in temperature. Ideally, the metal used for the temperature
sensor would be pure and would be mounted in a strain-free manner. The resistance of the sensor, then,
would be dependant only on temperature and metal geometry. The basic relation between sensor resis-
tance, geometry, and temperature is
Rt = crL/A = Roll+or(T-To) ] (1)
where A is the area, L is the length, R t is the resistance, R o is the ice point resistance, T is the temperature,
TO is the ice point temperature, o is the resistivity, 0t is the temperature coefficient of resistance.
Platinum resistance thermometers are classified according to their water ice point resistance (Ro)
values and can range in value from tens to thousands of ohms. They have been used extensively in aero-
space and cryogenic applications and have also been mounted and used in special cone-shaped probes
designed for use in low-gravity environments to minimize false ullage temperature readings (ref. 7).
Germanium resistance thermometers.--Germanium resistance thermometers (GRT's) typically
consist of a specially grown and doped germanium crystal mounted in a strain-free manner within a cop-
per metal can. Four wire leads of very-small-gauge copper or low-thermal-conductivity wire are attached
to the sensor to provide electrical excitation and output signal sensing connections. Germanium resistance
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thermometershavenegativeresistivitytemperaturecoefficients,andtheirvaluesof resistanceandsensi-
tivity canvarybyseveralordersof magnitudeoverthetemperaturesfrom18to 180°R.To preventself-
heatingerrors,manufacturersecommendthatthesensorbeexcitedbyapowersourcesuchthatthe
potentialacrossthesensoris keptat10mVor less.MeasurementstakenwithGRT'swouldbelimitedto
typeA.A differentypeoftemperaturesensorwouldberequiredto monitorthewarmertemperature
ranges.
Silicon diode temperature sensors.---Silicon diode temperature sensors are nonlinear semiconduc-
tor devices that exhibit negative temperature coefficients of resistivity. They exhibit very high sensitivity
(millivolts per degree) at cryogenic temperatures and good sensitivity above the cryogenic range. The
sensors are small and rugged, and their high impedance may allow two-wire measurements to be made for
less accurate measurement requirements. Silicon diodes are attractive as total range temperature sensors
that could monitor the chilldown rate of the COLD-SAT tank structures. The low 10-1aA excitation rec-
ommended for silicon diode operation virtually eliminates sensor self-heating errors.
Temperature Measurement Error Sources
Temperature sensor calibration inaccuracy.---Calibration of the temperature sensors is required
to accurately characterize the specific sensor's resistance versus temperature characteristic and to obtain
measurement uncertainties of <0.2 °R. Inaccuracies in the calibration process are due to temperature stan-
dard, calibration media, and measurement equipment errors. Commercial temperature sensor calibration
uncertainties are typically less than _+0.05 °R.
Interpolation errors.--The voltage output response of the calibrated temperature sensor is con-
verted to its temperature equivalent by use of a polynomial equation. The accuracy of the temperature
interpolation equation is dependant on the calibration measurement accuracy and the number of calibra-
tion points. Interpolation error can also occur when linear interpolation is used between calibrated points.
Interpolation errors of less than +0.04 °R can be obtained by proper specification of the number of cali-
bration points and the temperature increment size on the calibration table.
Data acquisition system error._The largest uncertainty in the COLD-SAT temperature measure-
ment is due to data acquisition system limitations. The DAS voltage measurement error for the tempera-
ture sensor candidates was estimated using the DAS voltage measurement range errors listed in table 2.
Table 4 lists the estimated excitation signals, output signal levels, and data acquisition inaccuracies for the
sensor candidates.
A concern exists regarding the ability to flight qualify a 10-taA constant current source required
for the silicon diode sensors. However, for comparison purposes a 10-1xA flight-qualified current source
was considered feasible with an excitation error of less than _+0.1 percent.
To prevent self-heating errors, the recommended excitation level for GRT sensors is a current that
produces a potential drop across the sensor of 10 mV or less. An electronic power supply that would auto-
matically regulate the sensor current so that the sensor potential remains at 10 mV would be required. The
excitation current would be detected across a precise resistor and temperature would be calculated from
the current level magnitude.
Platinum resistance thermometer temperature measurement design and error analysis._The
PRT sensitivity to meet the high-accuracy temperature measurement requirement of _+0.2 °R must be
greater than the ratio of the voltage measurement range error divided by the inaccuracy requirement of
0.2 °R; that is, assuming a rss error for the 125-mV measurement of 0.36 percent or 0.45 mV:
Sensitivity = mV/°R > (0.45 mV/0.2 °R) > 2,25 mV/°R (2)
The sensitivity of commercially available ice-point resistance PRT's was calculated as a function of exci-
tation current magnitude. Table 5 lists the typical resistance-temperature relationship for a 1000-_ PRT.
Thechangein PRTresistanceasafunctionof temperaturewascalculated.Theproductof thisvalueand
theexcitationcurrentmagnitudeof 10mAyieldsthesensitivityof thesensoratthattemperature.The
temperaturequivalentof theDASerrorwascalculatedbytakingtheproductof theinverseof thesensi-
tivity factorandthemillivolt DASerrorvalue.Figure6 showsthatthe1000-f_(Ro) PRT, when excited
by a 10-mA constant current, could meet the sensitivity requirement with a DAS uncertainty of_+0.2 °R
over the temperature range of 29 to 50 °R. The total rss combination of sensor calibration, interpolation,
and DAS error would still be less than _+0.21 at 29 °R.
Self-heating error considerations.--A major concern was the magnitude of error that could occur
due to self-heating of the PRT sensor by the 10-mA excitation current. Self-heating causes the sensor's
temperature to rise to a value greater than the temperature of the environment it is to measure. To mini-
mize self-heating, the sensors would be energized for short duty cycles of approximately 1.0 percent. The
effective power dissipated by the sensor would be 1× 10-4 that of its continuous operation duty cycle
value.
Total range PRT temperature measurement (type AB) error anaIysis.--The TT&C DAS uses pro-
grammable gain amplifiers that will allow dual measurement ranging. This capability allows a large tem-
perature span to be monitored at a reduced accuracy. Error analysis performed on PRT sensors showed
that a 1000 R o PRT excited by a 1-mA constant current source could measure the temperature range from
29 to 560 °R with an 8-bit DAS uncertainty within +2.0 °R. A DAS range Change from the 125-mV range
to the 1.25-V range would occur at temperatures above 110 °R, Figure 7 shows the results of this error
analysis.
Silicon diode, 8-bit DAS temperature measurement error analysis.--The estimated temperature
measurement error for a commercially available silicon diode was determined using the manufacturer's
diode sensitivity values and the estimated 8-bit DAS, 1.25-V range measurement error. Below 33 °R the
diodes output voltage would exceed the 1.25-V range limit, and a DAS range change would be required.
The temperature measurement error results for the 1.25-V range are shown in figures 5 and 6.
High-accuracy liquid hydrogen temperature range measurement._The fraction of a volt devia-
tion in the diode output that occurs in the critical LH 2 temperature range rides on a 1-V level. To maxi-
mize the accuracy and resolution in this critical measurement range a -1.13-V offset could be algebra-
ically summed with the diodes output. This would result in the shifting of the output voltage so that the
more sensitive 125-mV measurement range could be used over the range from 33 to 43 °R. An amplifier
range change would be required for temperatures below 33 °R and above 43 °R. Figure 8 shows the re-
suits of this analysis. The performance of the type A PRT measurement is also shown for comparison
purposes.
GRT - 8-bit temperature measurement design and error analysis._The contribution of data ac-
quisition error on temperature measurement error for a GRT system was estimated using the values of
sensitivity for a commercially available sensor. The sensor output voltage would be maintained at a 10-
mV level, and the resultant current level would be determined from the voltage drop measured across a
sensing resistor. The limitation of this measurement system is the accuracy of measuring and maintaining
the 10-mV GRT voltage drop.
The estimated 10-mV measurement range error for the 8-bit system is _+0.18 mV. The tempera-
ture error analysis results (table 6) show that the temperature equivalent of the voltage uncertainty would
exceed _+0.27 at 36 °R. The results are also shown in figure 5 for comparison purposes.
Wire voltage drop errors.--Manganin wire was selected for instrumentation hookup wiring be-
cause of its low thermal conductivity. Manganin, however, has a greater resistivity than copper, and the
voltage drop across the sensor wiring would be a significant source of error. To eliminate this problem,
the temperature sensors will be used in four-wire measurement circuits: Two wires supply power to the
sensor, and two wires couple the sensor voltage drop to the high-impedance voltage measurement circuit
of the DAS. Virtually no current flows in the sensing lead; thus the excitation current (/) wire voltage
drop (I×R) is eliminated from the voltage measurement. Silicon diodes, because of their very high imped-
ance and low excitation current level, may be used in two-wire systems for low-accuracy measurements.
Thermoelectric potential effects._Thermoelectric potential effects due to temperature gradients
across the instrumentation, wiring inhomogeneities, and dissimilar metal junction temperatures may oc-
cur. To compensate for this problem, the measurement system would be programmed to periodically take
a sensor measurement without current excitation. This would determine the magnitude of the thermo-
couple effects and allow the offset corrections to be made for high-accuracy measurement requirements.
Low-gravity influence on measurement error.--Under low-gravity conditions, surface tension
forces dominate, and liquid films could wick over temperature sensors in an otherwise gaseous environ-
ment resulting in measurement errors. Special cone shaped sensors designed to wick liquid films away
from the sensor tip have been designed to minimize this problem (ref. 7).
Temperature Sensor Selection
Platinum resistance thermometers were recommended for COLD-SAT because of their success-
ful use in previous aerospace applications and because of the feasibility of highly accurate measurements
with minimal change to existing flight-qualified data acquisition measurement systems. Desired specifica-
tions for the temperature sensors are detailed in this section.
High-accuracy type A tank internal fluid temperatures.--A PRT probe similar to that shown in
figure 9 is recommended for immersion temperature measurements. The probe would consist of a 1000-_
(Ro) platinum sensing element mounted in a stainless-steel cone. The cone shape is designed to wick
away liquid films from the sensor tip, thereby minimizing false ullage temperature readings under low-
gravity conditions. The probe design is very ragged, and the threaded mounting attachment ensures a reli-
able mount to an instrumentation rake. The probe would be connected with 24-gauge manganin wire to
minimize heat conduction. Probes of similar design have been spaceflight qualified by a commercial
manufacturer. A simplified schematic of the four-wire PRT excitation and voltage measurement circuit is
included in figure 9.
Hydrogen saturation temperature based on absolute pressure.--The hydrogen saturation tem-
perature within the cryogenic tanks can be determined from the tank absolute pressure measurement. Fig-
ure 10 shows hydrogen saturation temperature versus saturation pressure (ref. 5). A forth-order
polynomial was found to fit this graph with a regression factor of 1.0. The uncertainty of inferring tem-
perature (UT) from the absolute pressure measurement was calculated by taking the product of the poly-
nomial slope and the uncertainty of the pressure measurement (UP) at the pressure (P) of interest. Table 7
lists the results of this analysis using the estimated values of pressure measurement uncertainty for a 50
psia range transducer (table 8). This measurement is valid only for fluid and surface measurements at the
saturation temperature. The uncertainty in this requirement necessitates the use of multiple temperature
sensors located throughout the cryogenic system.
High-accuracy type A surface temperature measurements.--Platinum resistance thermometers are
recommended for the surface measurements because they are capable of providing total measurement
inaccuracies of less than _+0.2 °R over the critical LH 2 range from 29 to 46 °R while using an 8-bit data
acquisition system.
Type AB total temperature range measurement.--Platinum resistance thermometers are recom-
mended to perform the surface temperature measurements over the range from 36 to 540 °R. Total temp-
erature range measurements with inaccuracy less than +2 °R are feasible with the dual range measurement
capability of the data acquisition System.
Mounting considerations.--Surface temperature sensors must be attached to the structure in a
manner such that intimate thermal contact is obtained with adequate strength to withstand thermal cycling
and stresses of launch. Sensors can be mounted with adhesives or mounted in a high-thermal-conductivity
holder that can be attached with screws or spot welded to the structure. The sensor leads should be ther-
mally bonded to the structure so that they are at the same surface temperature. Reference reports detailing
recommended mounting techniques are available from the various sensor manufacturers.
AbsolutePressureMeasurementRequirements
Theabsolutepressureofthecryogenictanks, plumbing systems, and gas pressure supplies must
be monitored to determine experiment pressurization rates, system operational status, and fluid thermody-
namic state information. Measurement resolution of better than 0.2 psia are desired over the 50-psia op-
eration range of the cryogenic tanks.
Absolute pressure measurements of the cryogenic tanks present unique problems. Standard tem-
perature range transducers could be used by tapping into the system using stainless steel tubes. However,
this procedure could result in thermal acoustic oscillations and conduct large amounts of heat energy into
the LH 2 tanks. A transducer capable of operating at the LH 2 temperature range that could be directly in-
stalled at the cryogenic tank is desired.
Absolute cryogenic rated pressure measurement transducer.--A commercial strain gauge abso-
lute pressure transducer is available that has a compensated cryogenic temperature range 36 to 186 °R.
Table 8 lists the specifications for this cryogenic absolute pressure transducer. The transducer can also be
calibrated for warmer temperature range operation. This transducer type has been flight qualified for the
space shuttle.
Absolute pressure sensor specifications and error analysis.--The major sources of pressure
measurement error include transducer inaccuracy, temperature effects, data acquisition error, and wiring
errors. Transducer inaccuracy consists of the root sum square combination of nonlinearity, hysteresis, and
nonrepeatability. This specification is listed as a percent of full-scale range. The transducers also have a
specified compensated temperature range in which their performance change is defined as a function of
temperature. The influences of temperature on the transducer zero point and slope are expressed in the
thermal zero shift and thermal sensitivity shift specifications.
The pressure transducers used on the COLD-SAT experiment system will experience periods of
temperature cycling. The transducers must be calibrated at various temperatures, and the influence of tem-
perature effects on zero and sensitivity shifts determined.
Excitation and wiring errors.--Manganin wiring is recommended to minimize the heat energy
conducted into the cryogenic tanks. Manganin wire of 24 AWG size would have an approximate resis-
tance of 0.7 D/ft. The voltage drop across the manganin wire by the current level supplied by the 10-V
power supply to the 1000-_2 bridge resistance pressure transducer would be sufficient to change the volt-
age actually supplied to the transducer. A second voltage measurement directly at the transducer input
terminals must be made to determine the actual excitation voltage of the transducer. To eliminate the wire
voltage drop problem, the transducers should be calibrated and excited by a equivalent current source
equal to the recommended excitation voltage (10 V dc) divided by the transducer bridge resistance.
Data acquisition error.--The full-scale output of the pressure sensor candidates is 30 mV. The
estimated 8-bit DAS error for this measurement range is _+0.67 percent of full scale with a resolution of
0.39 percent of full scale. This system would result in a DAS error of_+0.365 psia for a 50-psia range
measurement with a resolution of 0.196 psia.
High-accuracy pressure measurements will be made with the EDU systems. The EDU system will
decrease the DAS error to _+0.36 percent of full scale and improve the resolution to 0.024 percent of full
scale. Table 9 lists the resolution values and psia equivalent errors of the rss combination of transducer
inaccuracy (0.25 percent of full scale) and DAS inaccuracy (percent of full scale) for the two types of
measurement systems as a function of full-scale pressure range.
Discrete-Point Liquid-Vapor Detection
Liquid-level detectors are required to determine tank liquid level during ground fill operation. In-
flight uses include liquid level gauging during acceleration, two-phase flow detection, and low-gravity
liquid-vapor distribution profiles of tank fluid.
Discrete-pointliquid-vapordetectorcandidatesincludethermoresistiveelementsuchasther-
mistors,carbonresistors,andwireelements.Thedetectorsareexcitedatanelectricalpowerlevelat
whichself-heatingof thesensoroccurs.Self-heatingcausesensoresistancetobesignificantlydifferent
whenimmersedin liquidfromitsresistancewhenimmersedinvapor.Thesensoresistancechangepro-
ducesavoltagelevelchangethatis fedtoacomparatorcircuit.Theelectronicomparatorcircuitpro-
ducesahigh-or low-voltageoutputdependantonthefluid state.Thesensorcanbeusedinabridge
circuitconfigurationandexcitedbyaconstantvoltagesourceorsingularlyexcitedbyaconstantcurrent
source.
Other methods of determining fluid level include capacitance probes and resistive tape strips. Us-
ing these type of detectors with high-wetting fluids under low-gravity conditions could result in inaccu-
rate measurements due to fluid wicking. Discrete-point level sensors could also give erroneous indications
of liquid presence under low-gravity conditions due to the presence of a liquid film existing over the sen-
sor. Cone shaped sensors that use the surface tension force experienced by the fluid to wick away the
fluid film from the"sensor tip are recommerided for low-gravity applicaiions ......
Recommended sensor.--Cone shaped liquid-vapor discrete-point detectors similar in shape to the
temperature probe shown in figure 9 have been used on Centaur upper stage vehicles. A sensor similar to
that design containing a thermistor sensing tip is proposed. The probe would be supplied with 24 AWG
manganin wire leads to reduce conducted heat flow.
GroundfiIl liquid hydrogen gauging.--Ground test results indicate that inaccurate discrete-point
detector liquid-level readings can occur during tank fill operations because of the vigorous boiling of the
hydrogen. Commercially available capacitance probes, however, have performed satisfactorily. Capaci-
tance probes are used for LH 2 gauging for the space shuttle power reactant storage assembly. A capaci-
tance probe that will monitor the fill level from 85 to 100 percent is required for COLD-SAT.
Two-phaseflow detection.--Two-phase flow detection inside the liquid acquisition device (LAD)
channels and at the vent line exits is required. Thermistors that have very high-sensitivities could be
mounted inside the channels or at the entrances to the plumbing lines. The sensors would be excited at a
power level where sensor self-heating occurs in vapor but not in liquid. Testing and development of sen-
sors, mounting and signal conditioning is needed to optimize two-phase flow detection.
Flowmeters used on the LH 2 and vent lines should also give two-phase flow indications. Two-
phase flow through a turbine meter is to be avoided and will cause noticeable speed increases. Two-phase
flow through a differential pressure flow metering device should also be detectable by pressure surges.
Liquid Hydrogen Flow-Rate Measurement
Liquid hydrogen flow rates of 50, 100, and 200 lbm/hr are required for the tank chilldown and
LH 2 transfer experiments. Fluid inventories must also be maintained by integrating the LH 2 flow rates
over the COLD-SAT experiment time line. Studies performed by independent testing facilities indicate
the older flow-measurement techniques using turbine meters or pressure head meters (venturi/oriflce) to
be the most reliable (ref. 8).
The desired flow rates will be obtained by sizing orifices or venturies to provide the required
pressure drops. The pressure drop across a flow-control device is ideally proportional to the flow rate
squared and can be monitored with a differential pressure transducer for determining the fluid volumetric
flow rate. The use of differential pressure transducers mounted to tubes that are tapped to the flow lines
would conduct undesirable levels of heat into the LH 2 tanks and present thermal acoustic oscillation prob-
lems. A differential pressure transducer capable of operating in LH 2 is required.
Turbine flowmeters have also been used successfully on LH 2 ground test facilities. Over speeding
of the turbine meter by liquid flashing into a vapor is a concern. Target meters in which the flowing liquid
imparts a force on the target proportional to the flow rate squared were also considered.
Liquid hydrogen flow-measurement candidate error analysis.---Differential pressure and turbine
flowmeters measure volumetric flow rate. Therefore, to determine the mass flow rate, the fluid density
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mustbeknown.TheLH2densitywill bedeterminedbymeasuringthefluid's temperatureandpressureat
theflowmeterinlet.TheLH2densitywill bedeterminedfromthermaldynamicpropertytables.TheLH2
massflow rateerrorisafunctionof thevolumetricflow-measurementrrorandtheerrorin densitydeter-
mination.
Estimated LH 2 density error.--The influence of temperature and pressure on LH 2 density was
estimated by determining best fit equations that mathematically described the change in LH 2 density as a
function of temperature and pressure over the range of interest. Figure 1l(a) shows the strong influence of
temperature on density for the temperature range from 30.8 to 41.3 °R at a constant pressure of 30 psia.
The minor influence of pressure on LH 2 density for a constant temperature of 36 °R over the pressure
range from 15 to 50 psia is also shown in figure 1l(b). The uncertainty in density determination was esti-
mated by equation (3).
Up = (_p/3T * UT) (3)
where Up is the uncertainty in density, UT is the uncertainty in temperature, and _p/3T is the change in
density as a function of temperature. The uncertainty in temperature measurement over the critical LH 2
range for a 1000-_ ice-point PRT was estimated to be <0.2 °R. A density uncertainty of _+0.2 percent,
based on the temperature measurement uncertainty of +0.2 °R, was estimated for mass flow rate measure-
ments. Pressure measurement error was considered insignificant for LH 2 conditions.
Liquid hydrogen flow rate by orifice-differential pressure measurement error analysis.--Variable
reluctance differential pressure transducers have been tested at cryogenic temperatures (ref. 9). The esti-
mated LH 2 mass flow-rate error analysis based on the measurement of differential pressure drop across a
flow-control orifice by use of a similar variable reluctance differential pressure transducer is given in
table 10(a). An orifice and pressure transducer calibration inaccuracy of _+0.5 percent of reading for each
component was assumed for this study, and the estimated electronics error of the EDU was assumed to be
_+0.4 percent. These values are estimates, and actual LH 2 calibration of the system would have to be
performed.
Turbineflow-measurement error analysis.--Table 10(b) lists the estimated flow-measurement
error for a commercial turbine flowmeter assumed calibrated at an accuracy of_+0.5 percent of reading.
The assumed EDU measurement inaccuracy is 0.4 percent of range and the estimated density error is _+0.2
percent.
Target meters.--The feasibility of using a commercially available target flowmeter was investi-
gated. The pressure drop developed across the target of the investigated meter was proportional to the
density of the fluid and the volumetric flow rate squared. The meter had a designed full-scale pressure
drop of 7 psi that was too high for the COLD-SAT requirements, and the meter would have to be used at
its low operational end where its accuracy would be low.
Proposed LH2flow measurement system.--Venturi or orifice flow-control devices will be sized to
provide the required flow rates. The differential pressure developed across the flow-control devices will
be monitored by variable-reluctance differential-pressure transducers. Variable-reluctance transducers
have been tested successfully at cryogenic temperatures by a number of facilities and have been selected
for liquid helium flow-rate measurements for the superfluid helium on-orbit transfer experiments
(SHOOT) (ref. 10). A turbine meter located immediately downstream of the supply tank will be used for
measurement redundancy and can be disconnected from the transfer line during line chilldown periods to
protect it from overspeeding.
THERMODYNAMIC VENT SYSTEM FLOW-RATE MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
The thermodynamic vent system (TVS) flow rates will be monitored to determine system opera-
tion status and to quantify the hydrogen mass expelled. The flow rates will be obtained by the use of flow-
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restrictiondevices.Thesystemmustbeextensivelycalibratedsothatthemassflowwill beknownasa
functionof systempressureandtemperature.TheTVSsystemswill bedesignedtoprovidesingle-phase
hydrogenvaporattheirexit.AdditionalgaseousTVSflow-ratemeasurementsarerequestedwithaninac-
curacylessthan+5.0 percent. The TVS vent plumbing design use tee connections located on the radiator
tray where the individual tank vent lines join to a common TVS vent line. The individual tank TVS
flowmeters could be located on the radiator tray and must be capable of operating within a temperature
range 36 to 360 °R.
Proposed gaseous hydrogen TVS flow-measurement candidate.--The recommended volumetric
flowmeter for the TVS systems is the turbine flowmeter. Commercially available turbine meters are de-
signed for both liquid and gas measurements and are operable down to temperatures of 30 °R.
The turbine meter consists of a rotor mounted by bearings inside the meter housing. Fluid flow
through the meter imparts a torque to the rotor blades causing the rotor to spin at a rate proportional to
volumetric flow rate. Rotation rate is detected by a magnetic or carder modulated pickup assembly that
detects a change in motional inductance of the coil either as a voltage pulse or as a change in carrier fre-
quency. The meters are calibrated and a proportionality constant (K) relating meter output frequency to
volume is determined. The deviation of the K factor over the measurement range of the meter from its
nominal value is given in the linearity specification. Turbine flowmeters are available with linearity capa-
bilities of +1.0 percent of full scale over a normal 10:1 flow range. The calibration of the meters under
gaseous hydrogen at the actual operating temperature and pressure conditions will be required. Table 11
lists the various COLD-SAT tank TVS flow rate ranges as a function of temperature and pressure. The
required size flowmeters are listed that have operating ranges comparable with the TVS ranges.
TVSflow-measurement density error analysis.--Turbine meters measure volumetric flow rate. In
order to calculate mass flow rate, the density must be determined. Temperature and pressure measure-
ments made at the meter inlet will be used to determine density. Mass flow-rate error is a function of the
uncertainty of the turbine volumetric flow measurement and of the uncertainty in density determination
based on the temperature and pressure measurement errors.
The influence of temperature and pressure on GH 2 density was estimated by finding the best fit
equations that mathematically describe the change in hydrogen density as a function of temperature and
pressure over the range from 180 to 360 °R and 5 to 20 psia. Figure 12 shows that the hydrogen density is
proportional to the pressure-to-temperature ratio (ideal gas law). The uncertainty in density determination
was calculated using equation (4). The results of this analysis indicate that a rss density uncertainty of
3.66 percent could occur.
where uncertainty in density is Up, 3plOT is the change in density as a function of temperature,
3plOP is the change in density as a function of pressure, UT is the uncertainty in temperature, and UP is
the uncertainty in pressure.
TVSflow-measurement error analysis .--Table 12 lists the error contributions of the various
sources involved in the TVS flow measurement. The rss combination is listed and the results show the
feasibility of a +5 percent mass flow-rate measurement.
Supply and Receiver Tanks Vent Flow-Rate Measurement Requirement
The capability of measuring the vent flow rates of the supply and receiver tanks is required for
fluid inventory management and receiver tank chilldown performance. Tank vent flow rates of approxi-
mately 50 lbm/hr are estimated.
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Proposed tank vent flow-rate measurement system.--A flow-regulation device will be required to
control the rate of tank pressure decrease so that valve actuation and tank pressure can be controlled. The
tanks will be vented at pressures of approximately 50 psia to a near vacuum condition. This large pressure
drop across a sonic flow nozzle will result in a choked flow condition at the throat section of the nozzle.
The velocity of the vented gas will reach the sonic value and will not be influenced by changes in down-
stream pressure (ref. 11). The flow rate is dependent only on the upstream pressure. Temperature of the
vented gas will be measured so that density and mass flow rates can be calculated. Commercial suppliers
of sonic flow nozzles have designed flow nozzles that develop sonic flow with downstream pressures as
high as 80 percent of the nozzle inlet pressure.
Sonic flow-nozzle sizing._The required diameter of the nozzle can be estimated as follows:
M = pAYs (5)
where M is the mass flow rate, p is the density, A is the area of nozzle throat, and Vs is the sonic velocity.
Table 13 lists the properties of GH 2 and their influence on the required diameter of a sonic nozzle for a
mass flow rate of 50 lbm/hr (0.0139 lbrn/sec) at a inlet pressure of 50 psia.
Large receiver tank chilIdown vent flow-rate measurement._The receiver tanks must be chilled
down before a LH 2 transfer experiment. The proposed method of tank chilldown is to inject a known
mass of LH 2 into the tank. The LH 2 absorbs heat, vaporizes and pressurizes the tank. The tank will be
vented when the pressure reaches 30 psia. The desired rate of pressure decrease is 5 psia in 10 sec. This
charge-hold-vent process will be repeated until the tank temperature decreases from an initial value of
>400 °R to the target temperature of approximately 140 °R. The amount of mass that must be vented from
the large receiver tank to lower its pressure from 30 to 25 psia is listed as a function of temperature in
table 14. The approximate time required to vent this amount of hydrogen through a 0.151-in.-diameter
sonic nozzle is also listed.
Small receiver tank vent flow-rate measurement.--The volume of the small receiver is 13.5 ft 3
and that of the large receiver 21 ft 3. The volume ratio of the two tanks is 0.643. To acquire the same rate
of pressure decrease as the large receiver tank, the small receiver vent line would require a sonic nozzle
with a diameter of (0.643) 1/2 that of the large receiver, or 0.121 in.
Sonic nozzle flow-measurement error analysis.--The inaccuracy in the vent flow-rate measure-
ments is dependant on the calibration error of the nozzle, typically _+0.75 percent, and on the accuracy of
the required absolute pressure and temperature measurements at the entrance to the sonic nozzle. The gen-
eral formula for mass flow rate M through the nozzle is
M=KP/(T) 1/2 (6)
where P is the absolute pressure (in pounds per square inch) at the nozzle inlet, K is the flow coefficient,
and T is the nozzle inlet temperature. The uncertainty in the flow measurement UM was estimated as fol-
lows:
(7)
where _M/-dP is the change in flow with respect to pressure, UP is the uncertainty in pressure, 3MI_T is
the change in flow with respect to temperature, UT is the uncertainty in temperature, and UMca I is the
uncertainty in flow calibration. The results of this analysis using the pressure and temperature measure-
ment uncertainties obtained with the proposed PRT temperature sensors and EDU measured 50-psia range
pressure transducers are listed in table 15. The results indicate that a < +5 percent measurement is
feasible.
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Acceleration measurement requirement.--The influence of acceleration levels on the fluid dy-
namic and thermodynamic properties will be determined during the tank chilldown experiments by accel-
erating the spacecraft at levels from 10 to 100 lag. The other COLD-SAT experiments will be conducted
at acceleration levels where natural convection is insignificant (<10 lag). The acceleration magnitude
along all three axes will be measured.
Recommended accelerometer system.--A transducer assembly similar to that used on the space
shuttle orbiter program is recommended for COLD-SAT. This assembly consists of three accelerometers
and the required power conditioning, analog servoelectronics, signal conditioning and electromagnetic
interference electronics. The unit has been used on the space shuttle orbiter programs to measure low
level accelerations in the micro-g range to 10 milli-g.
The three-axis 0- to 5-V output signals of the accelerometer would be measured at the EDU boxes
and converted to their digital equivalent levels by the high-resolution 12-bit analog-to-digital converters.
A peak hold circuit will register peak transient acceleration levels. The peak detector will be read and re-
set at a 1-sec rate.
Mixer Flow-Rate Measurement Requirement
A mixer is required for the active thermodynamic vent system of the supply tank. The mixer
pump must be capable of supplying LH 2 at flow rates of 3.0 to 12.7 gal/min. The flow rate of the mixer
can be obtained by calibrating the mixer shaft rotation rate with respect to flow rate. The mixer shaft rota-
tion rate can be detected by induction or magnetic type pulse detecting sensors.
A speed sensor compatible with the LH 2 environment will be supplied with the selected mixer
pump. The frequency pulse output of the mixer speed sensor will be proportional to the shaft speed and
the flow rate. The frequency output of the speed sensor is supplied to an EDU for signal conditioning and
fed to a RCTU/CTU of the TT&C system. Figure 13 shows a block diagram of the rotational speed mea-
surement system. This design is similar to a rotational speed measurement design used in the shuttle/
Centaur design.
Valve Status Indicators
The cryogenic and standard temperature rated valves proposed for the COLD-SAT plumbing
system are manufactured with valve position indicating switches. The status of the switches (open/closed)
will be monitored by the remote command telemetry units to verify operational status. Only 1 bit is re-
quired for digitizing this information.
Figure 14 shows the typical schematic for discrete measurements. This design is similar to the
Shuttle/Centaur design. The proposed design uses manganin wiring for the cryogenic valve switches to
minimize heat conduction.
Power Measurements
The voltage and current supplied to the COLD-SAT experiment system heaters and mixers will
be measured to determine the power dissipated by the components. The measurements will be made at the
relay sequencer units of the TF&C system.
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COLD-SATEXPERIMENTSUBSYSTEM ODULEINSTRUMENTATION
REQUIREMENTSANDALLOCATIONS
ThefollowingsectionspresentbriefdescriptionsoftheCOLD-SATexperimentsandliststhe
numberof transducersallocatedto eachCOLD-SAT module to meet the experiment requirements.
Supply Module Instrumentation Requirements
The instrumentation allocated for the supply module was dictated by the requirements of the fol-
lowing experiments.
Experiment 1: tank pressure control experiment.--The pressurization rate of a cryogenic storage
tank depends on the rate and distribution of heat energy into the tank. In space the lack of gravity-induced
fluid convection currents can result in nonuniform heating of the cryogen and the formation of tempera-
ture stratified layers of fluid. The ullage pressure will be determined by the warmest layer of liquid and
the tank pressurization rate will be high.
The tank pressure-control experiments will investigate the rate of tank pressurization as a func-
tion of heat flux, tank fill, and acceleration levels. Methods to reduce thermal stratification by means of
active and passive thermodynamic vent systems (TVS) will be evaluated.
Key measurements.--Quantification of the heat energy entering the tank will be determined by
measuring the temperatures and temperature gradients existing throughout the supply tank module. The
internal tank fluid state (liquid or vapor) and temperatures will be monitored using specially designed
probes for low-gravity applications. Absolute tank pressure and differential pressure drops across flow-
control devices, acceleration level, mixer motor speed, valve status, and heater power levels will be moni-
tored.
Table 16 list the type, number, and location of the instrumentation proposed for the supply tank
module. A measurement list detailing the description, range, accuracy, and sample rate for each measure-
ment is given in the appendix. The supply tank module contains the LH 2 supply tank and gas pressuriza-
tion system. The accelerometer is listed under this module for convenience only. The accelerometer will
be located in the midelectronic bay.
Receiver Modules Instrumentation Requirements
The instrumentation proposed for the large receiver and the small receiver modules was dictated
by the requirements of the following experiments.
Experiment 2: No-vent fiIl of cryogenic tanks in low gravity.--The objectives of the no-vent fill
experiments were to characterize the influence of the thermodynamic state of the liquid, the liquid flow
rate, and the liquid-injection technique on the maximum amount of tank liquid fill that can be obtained.
Experiment 3: Cryogenic tank chilldown in low gravity._The fast step in the LH 2 transfer pro-
cess is to chili down the receiver tank to a temperature at which a continual no-vent-fill fluid transfer can
be obtained. Tank chilldown experiments will consist of injecting known charge magnitudes of LH 2 into
the receiver tank. The LH 2 will vaporize and absorb heat from the receiver tank and thermally bonded
structure. After a sufficient hold time the tank will be vented and the remaining fluid will again absorb
heat from the structure. This process of charge-hold-vent will be repeated until a target temperature is
reached, at which point a no-vent fill transfer could be performed. The influence of LH 2 charge flow rate,
acceleration, and spray method will be evaluated to determine the optimum method of tank chilldown.
Experiment 4: Fill of liquid acquisition devices in low gravity._The capability of filling a warm
LAD and refill a cold LAD will be performed on the large receiver tank. Tables 17 and 18 list the type,
number, and location of the instrumentation selected for the large and small receiver modules. A measure-
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mentlistcontainingthedescription,range,accuracy,andsampleratefor eachlargeandsmallreceiver
modulemeasurementis locatedin theappendix.
InstrumentationRedundancy
Largequantitiesoftemperature,pressure,andliquid-vaporpointsensorshavebeenallocatedto
theCOLD-SATtankmodules.Thelossof anyonespecificsensorwouldnotsignificantlyjeopardizethe
experimentalmeasurementdataacquisitionoraccuracy.Threeabsolutepressuretransducersareassigned
toeachtankfor votingpurposes.High-accuracyLH2flowmeasurementswill bedeterminedbydifferen-
tialpressuremeasurementsacrosstheflow-controlelements.A turbineflowmeterisalsoassignedfor
secondarytotalflowmeasurement.Thethermodynamicventsystemandventlineswill beinstrumented,
andflow rateswill bedeterminedfromcalibrationdataasafunctionof temperatureandpressure.Turbine
flowmeterswill alsoprovideTVSflow-ratemeasurements.
Theinstrumentationfor eachmoduleisdistributedequallyamongthethreecommandtelemetry
unitsandthethreeEDU'ssothatif asignalconditioningboardfailureoccurs,sensorlosswouldbedis-
tributedamongthethreemodulesoastominimizethelossof experimentaldata.
COLD-SATEXPERIMENTINSTRUMENTATIONANDELECTRICALHARNESSDESIGN
Electricalwiringisrequiredtosupplytheexcitationpowerto thesensorsandto couplethesensor
outputsignalto theDAS's.Mostof theinstrumentationwill bethermallybondedtothecryogenictanks
andalargeheatinputtothetankswouldoccurif copperwireisused,Tominimizeheatinput,manganin
wirewaschosenfor instrumentationwiring.Phosphorbronzewiringwaschosenfor valvesandheater
applications.Theinfluenceof temperatureonthethermalconductivityofcopper,manganin,andphos-
phorbronzeisshownin figure15.
Connectorsandreceptaclesusedforcryogenictankwirefeedthroughsmustbecapableof opera-
tionatLH2temperatures.Thecandidateconnectorassemblieswill besimilarto thetypeusedonD-IA
Centaur.Bulkheadconnectorassembliesxposedtotemperaturesbelow-55 °Fwill beseries40M38294.
Connectorsexposedtotemperaturesabove-55°Fwill beseriesMIL-C-38999.Detaileddescriptionsof
thedesignedexperimentsysteminstrumentationa delectricalwireharnessi includedin thefollowing
sections.
WireMaterialSelection
Copperwireisanexcellentelectricalconductorandalsoaverygoodthermalenergyconductor.
However,thelargenumberof instrumentationwiresthermallybondedtotheCOLD-SATsupplytank
wouldresultinexcessiveconductedheatinputandboiloffofLH2duringthemission.Copperwire,there-
fore,is notpractical,andamaterialwitha lowerthermalconductivityisdesired.Manganin,acopperal-
loyconsistingof 87percentcopper,11percentmanganese,andtheremaindernickel,hasamuchlower
thermalconductivitythancopper.Manganiniscommonlyusedfor cryogenictemperaturemeasurements
topreventhermalconductiontemperaturemeasurementerrors.Theresistivityof manganinisconsider-
ablygreaterthancopperandfour-wiremeasurementswheretwowiressupplypowerto thesensorand
twowiressensethepotentialacrossthesensormustbeusedfor accurateresults.Theheatconducted
downtheadditionalmanganinwiringisstill farlowerthanthatconductedowntwowirecoppersystems.
Manganinwireof 24AWGsizehasbeenselectedforthecryogenicinstrumentationwiringhar-
nesses.Thecurrentrequirementsoftheselectedinstrumentationisgenerally10mAor less,andthe24
AWGgaugesizeshouldbemorethanadequate.Thisgaugesizeshouldalsoprovidethestrengthand
maintenancepropertiesdesirablefor interconnectionharnessing.
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Valvesandheaterswill requirelargerdiameterwirebecauseof theirgreatercurrentcarryingre-
quirements(1to 5A).Manganinwireof 12to 10gaugewouldberequiredtoprovidethiscurrentcarry-
ingcapacity.Thissizewirewouldpresenta largeweightincrease.
Phosphorbronzeisacopperwirealloycommonlyusedincryogenicapplications.Thiswireis
beneficialforcryogenicapplicationsrequiringcurrentcarryingcapacitiesunpracticalfor manganin.18-
AWGphosphorbronzewirewasselectedtorepresentthetypicalwirematerialfor valveandheaterleads
thatwill bethermallybondedtothecryogenictanks.
WireConstructionModel
ThewireconstructionwasmodeledafterMIL-W-81381,whichspecifiesafluorocarbonand
polyimideinsulationratedfor +200°C.Theestimatedweightof 24AWGmanganinand18AWGphos-
phorbronzewirebasedonthespecificationdatais listedin table19.Table20liststheestimatediam-
etersof thevariouswirebundles.
Instrumentationa dPowerWireRequirements
Table21isasummaryoftherequiredtypeandnumberof wirefor eachCOLD-SATtankmod-
ule.Tables22to 24listthenumberandterminationlocationsof thesupply,largereceiver,andsmallre-
ceivermodulewiring.
SignalConditionerAssignments
Theinstrumentationandelectricalactuatedcomponentsof themodulesweredividedbetweenthe
varioussignalconditioningunitsandsequencerboxes oasto minimizethelossof measurementdatain
caseof aharnessorelectronicsystemfailure.Tables25and26list thewireallocations.
CryogenicTankWireConnectorsandFeedthroughs
Theinternaltankinstrumentationwiringwill penetratethepressurevesselsthroughhermetically
sealedelectricalwirefeedthroughs.TheconnectorstyleselectedissimilartothetypeusedonD-1A Cen-
taur.Thedesiredmodificationis tohavethefeedthroughassemblysuppliedinaweld-mountstyle.Six
feedthroughassembliesarerequiredforthesupplytank:fourforthelargereceiver,andthreearerequired
for thesmallreceiver.
MultiplexerWireReductionTechniques
A largenumberof temperatureandliquid/vaporsensorsareinstalledinsidethecryogenictanks.
Thesensorsrequiretwotofourwireseach.Thelargenumberofwirespenetratingthecryogenictanks
increasestheconductedheatleakandrequirelargenumbersof cryogenictankfeedthroughs.
Methodsof usingfour-channeldifferentialjoint ArmyNavy(JAN)-qualifiedanalogmultiplexers
weredevelopedthatusecommonexcitationlinestoreducethenumberof wirespenetratingthetanks.
Figure16(a)isaschematicof amultiplexedfour-wiretemperaturemeasurementmethodin whichthe
requirednumberof wiresisreducedfrom64to40wiresforthe16sensors.
Largenumbersof liquid-levelpointdetectorsarealsorequiredtodeterminethefluid-phasedistri-
butionthroughouttheCOLD-SATtanks.Toreducethenumberof wirespenetratingthetanks,thesen-
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sorswill beconnectedin parallel to common excitation lines inside the cryogenic tanks. Figure 16(b)
shows how the multiplexers could be used to select and excite the desired sensor to be measured. The
number of wires penetrating the tanks by this method is 1/4 the number required for individually wired
detectors.
Wire Harness Construction
The COLD-SAT experiment subsystem will be assembled in separate tank modules. The instru-
mentation will be mounted on the LAD instrumentation rakes and checked for proper operation before
mounting the LAD in the tank. The internal tank instrumentation wiring will be connected to the cryo-
genic plug, and electrical contact to the external harness will be made through the cryogenic receptacle.
The instrumentation and power wiring harnesses will be separated and routed from the tank structure to
the radiator tray in bundles of 40 to 55 wires. The radiator tray is located on the cold side of the spacecraft
and is designed to serve as a heat sink to remove heat energy from the wiring prior to its arrival to the
tank. Connector feedthroughs will exist at panels located at module interfaces. The temperature of the
radiator tray may be below -i00 °F and cryogenic environment resisting connectors as specified in
40M38294 will be required.
The wire harnesses will be routed from the tray to bulkhead connectors located on panels located
on the warm side of the spacecraft. This design is to prevent undesirable chilldown of the electronic
boxes. From the warm-side panels, the harnesses terminate at their required electronic or power box.
Spacecraft warm-side electrical connectors will be selected from Mii--C-38999. Figure 17 shows the
overall wire schematic for the COLD-SAT experiment subsystem instrumentation.
Electromagnetic Interference Concerns
The instrumentation and power wiring should be separated and routed away from noise sources.
The wire should be twisted to minimize inductive noise coupling. The low-level signal wiring should be
harnessed in shielded bundles until it is inside the multilayer insulation can.
Heater Requirements
Heaters are required to provide the desired experiment heat flux inputs for the tank pressurization
experiments. Heaters are also required to warm the receiver tanks to the required initial temperatures be-
fore chilldown experiments. The hydrogen vaporizers will use heaters to warm and maintain their system
at their designed operating point. Panel and vent line heaters will be required to maintain their structure at
desired operating conditions.
Thin, flexible heaters consisting of etched metal foil resistive elements laminated between layers
of Kapton insulation are commercially available. Goddard Space Flight Center has qualified similar heat-
ers for aerospace applications from -65 to 200 °C.
The listed lower temperature range of operation of commercially available Kapton-insulated heat-
ers is -200 °C. Discussions with manufacturing representatives indicate that the heaters should be capable
of operation at LH 2 temperatures as long as appropriate installation adhesives and techniques are used.
Testing would be required to qualify an adhesive for this application.
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CONCLUSIONS
Aninstrumentationandwireharnessfor theCOLD-SATexperimentsubsystemwasdesigned.
Thetransducers,ignalconditioningsystems,andwireharnesscomponentsof thedesignwererecom-
mended,whenatall possible,basedonpastLH2andspace-flighthistories.Electricalcurrentexcitation
levelsanddataacquisitionrangingweredesignedtomeethetemperaturemeasurementrequirements
usingspaceflightqualifiedplatinumresistancethermometerswithminimalchangesto existing8-bit
spaceflightqualifieddataacquisitionsystems.ConeshapedLH2temperatureandliquid/vaporsensors
wererecommendedtominimizefalsemeasurementsin low-gravityconditions.Theneedfor a12-bitdata
acquisitionsystemtoprovideimproveresolutionandaccuracyfor criticalmeasurementswasaddressed,
andanEDUdesignwaspresented.The12-bitsystemwasidenticalto the8-bitsystembutwithonlyone
multiplexerfor eachcircuitcardandthe12-bitanalog-to-digitalconverter.Erroranalyseswereperformed
onall instrumentcandidates,andtheinfluenceof physicalparameterssuchastemperatureandpressure
ontheoverallmeasurementaccuracieswasinvestigated.Theresultsindicatedthatmostof theexperi-
menters'measurementrequirementswerefeasible;however,two-phaseflowdetection,leakdetection
systems,andmassgaugingareareasthatneeddevelopment.
HeatconductiontotheLH2tankswasachiefconcern.Wirematerials,wiremultiplexingtech-
niques,andcryogenicoperablepressuretransducerswereselectedanddevelopedto minimizethis
problem.
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APPENDIX---COLD-SATEXPERIMENTSUBSYSTEM EASUREMENTLISTS:
Measurementlistscontainingthedescriptions,ranges,inaccuraciesandsamplingratesfor theCOLD-
SATexperimentmeasurementswereprepared.ThemeasurementsarereferencedtotheprimaryCOLD-
SATexperimentrequiringthemeasurement.Measurementumbersareassignedaccordingto the
definitionsandnomenclaturediscussedbelow.
COLD-SATEXPERIMENTSUBSYSTEMMEASUREMENTLISTNOMENCLATUREANDDEFI-
NITIONS:
MEASUREMENTLOCATIONS
S= SupplyModule
Lr = LargeReceiver
Sr= SmallReceiver
MEASUREMENTYPES
A =Acceleration
C= Capacitance
E= Voltage
I = Current
L = Liquid/Vapor
P= Pressure
R= Rate(RPM)
T = Temperature
W =Power
PRIMARYEXPERIMENTS: 1=PRESSURECONTROL
3=CHILL DOWN
8=PRESSURIZATION
2= NO-VENTFILL
4=LAD
RANGE: Thelistedexperimentrangeisbasedontheexpectedstateofthefluidoverthecourseof
theexperiment.
INACCURACY: ThelistedinaccuracyisbasedontheRootSumSquarecontributions of sensor
inaccuracy and estimated data acquisition error over the measurement range. This
result is an estimate and all sensors should be calibrated and evaluated under
actual operating conditions.
SAMPLE RATE: The sample rate represents the frequency at which the measurement will be
made. The actual sampling time will be considerably less.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT IDENTIFICATION CODE: Temperature sensors were classified
according to their range of operation. Type A sensors cover the temperature range from 29 °R to 46 °R.
Type B sensors cover the temperature range from 113 °R to 540 °R. Sensors classified as type AB indi-
cate dual ranging of the sensor which extends the range of coverage from 29 °R to 540 °R but at reduced
accuracy.
To facilitate locating temperature sensors in the various regions of the tank modules, the sensors were
numbered by the following method. Temperature measurement numbers ranging from 1 to 99 indicate
measurements located inside the tank pressure vessel. Temperature measurement numbers ranging from
101 to 199 indicate measurements located on the outside pressure vessel wall. Temperature measurement
numbers ranging from 201 to 299 indicate measurements located between the multilayer insulation (MLI)
and the pressure vessel. Temperature measurement numbers ranging from 301 to 399 indicate measure-
ments located on or outside the MLI structure.
CRYOGENIC TANK INTERNAL FLUID TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS: The fluid temperature
distribution existing throughout the cryogenic tanks will be measured using Platinum Resistance Ther-
mometers (PRTs). The fluid temperature sensors will be mounted in cone shaped probes similar to those
used on Centaur. These probes are designed to wick away liquid films from the sensor tip, minimizing
false ullage temperature readings.
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Thetemperatureprobesin thesupplytankaremechanicallysecuredto (7)seveninstrumentationrakes.
Horizontalrakesarelocatedat70%and30%tankvolumelevels.Theserakeswill monitorthefluid tem-
peraturedistributionexistingfromthetankwall intothefluid bulk.A verticalrakepositionedatthe50%
volumelevelwill monitortheliquid/vaporinterfacetemperatureduringalowgravitysettlingperiod.The
fluid temperaturebetween90%to98%volumelevelswill bemeasuredbytemperatureprobesmounted
onverticalrake#5.FourLAD mountedrakeswill containsensorsto determinethetemperaturedistribu-
tion throughoutthe4%to90%tankvolumeregion.
A minimumLH2temperatureof 30.8° shouldoccurdownstreamoftheJouleThomsonexpansiondevice.
ThemaximumTankpressureshouldnotexceed50PSIA.TheH2saturationtemperatureforthispressure
is45.5°R.TypeA PRTsareexcitedandsignalconditionedto maximizetheirsensitivityoverthistem-
peraturerange.
QUANTIFYINGTHEHEATENERGYINPUTINTOTHECRYOGENICTANKS:Theheatenergy
conductedintothecryogenictankswill bedeterminedbymonitoringthetemperatureandtemperature
gradientsexistingacrossthemodulecomponentshatarethermallybondedtothetanks.Thesecompo-
nentsconsistoftheplumbingpenetrations,truts,andwireharnesses.Temperaturemapsof thetanksur-
face,innerMLI surface,andouterMLI surfaceswill beobtainedtodeterminethethermalradiative
environmentof themodule.
TANKPANELLOCATEDTEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTS:Aluminumpanelsaremountedon
thesurfaceof thesupplyandreceivertanks.Thepanelsupportplumbingandinstrumentationcompo-
nents.Thepanelsarethermallybondedtothetanksandthetemperatureof thepanelsandtheircompo-
nentswill bein theTypeA temperaturemeasurementrange.
INNERHONEYCOMBWALL TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTS:Thetemperatureangelistedfor
theinnerMLI-Honeycombstructureweredeterminedfromthethermalanalysis.Therangecoversthe
estimatedworsecasedeviationsin temperature.
OUTERMLI TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTS:Thetemperatureangelistedfor theouterMLI
structurewasdeterminedfromthethermalanalysis.Therangecoverstheworsecasedeviationsin tem-
perature.
SUPPLYANDRECEIVERMODULESINSTRUMENTATIONLOCATIONSCHEMATICS:Figures
18(a)and(b)showthelocationof thesupplytankrakemountedtemperatureandliquid-vaporsensors.
Figure19showstheinstrumentationrakedesignandexternalsensorlocationsforthelargereceiver.Fig-
ure20showstheinstrumentationrakedesignandtheexternalsensorlocationsforthesmallreceiver.
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MEAS
COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM MEASUREMENT LIST
SUPPLY TANK INTERNAL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE
Deg (It)
STa I HorizontalRake 29 -46
70% Volume Level
STa 2 HorizontalRake
70% Volume Level
STa 3 HorizontalRake
70% Volmr_ Level
STa 4 Horizontal Rake
70% Volume Level
STa 5 HorizontalRake
70% Volume Level
STa 6 Horizontal Rake
70% Volume Level
STa 8 Horizontal Rake
30% Volume Level
STa 9 Horizontal Rake
30% Volume Level
STa I0 HorizontalRake
30% Volume Level
STa II HorizontalRake
30% Volume Level
STa 12 Horizontal Rake
30% Volume Level
STa 13 Vertical Rake
50% Volume Level
STa 14 VerticalRake
50% Volume Level
STa 15 Vertical Rake
50% Volume Level
STa 16 Vertical Rake
50% Volume Level
STa 17 Vertical Rake
50% Volume Level
STa 18 VerticalRake
50% Volume Level
STab 19 Rake #1 90%
Volume Level
STa 20 Rake #1 80%
Volume Level
INACCURACY
+ Dog (R)
< 0.20
SAMPLE
FREQ. (Hz)
0.I
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0. I 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 !
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
29 -46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 1
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
29 - 46 < 0.20 0.1 I
PRI.
EXP.
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MEAS
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
STaB
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
STab
STa
STa
STa
STa
STab
G
STab
G
NUM
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
DESCRIPTION
Rake #1 72%
Volume Level
Rake #1 56%
Volume Level
Rake #1
48% Volume Level
Rake #!
32% Volume Level
Rake #2
88% Volume Level
Rake #2
78% Volume Level
Rake #2
68% Volume Level
Rake #2
54% Volume Level
Rake #2
44% Volume Lavel
Rake #'2
28% Volume Level
Rake #2
12% Volume Levcl
Rake #3
86% Volume Level
Rake #3
76% Volume Level
Rake #3
64% Volume Level
Rake #3
52% Volume Level
Rake #3
40% Volume Level
Rake #3
24% Volume Level
Rake #3
8% Volume Level
Rake #4
84% Volume Level
Rake #4
74% Volume Level
RANGE
Deg (R)
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
INACCURACY
±Dcg (R)
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0,1
0.1
0,1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0,1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
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Iv_AS
STa
G
STab
G
STa
G
STa
G
STa
G
STa
G
STa
G
STab
G
STab
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
STa
Sla
STa
STa
$ta
STa
NUM
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
DESCRIPTION
Rake #4
60_ Volume Level
Rake #4
50% Volume Level
Rake #4
36% Volume Level
Rake #4
20% Volume Level
Rake#4
4% Volume Level
Rake #5
98% Volume Level
Rake #5
95% Volume Level
Rake #5
92% Volume Level
Pressdiffuser
Forward LAD box
AFT LAD box
LAD channel#I
I/3length
LAD ch_l #1
2/3 length
LAD channel #2
I/3length
LAD channel#2
2/3length
LAD chmmel #3
1/3 length
LAD channel#3
2/3 length
LAD channel #4
1/3 length
LAD channel #4
2/3 length
I/4inchfromTVS
line,Channel#I
I14 inch from TVS
line, Channel #2
RANGE
Deg (R)
29 - 46
29-46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29-46
29 -46
29 -46
29 -46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29-46
29 - 46
29 - 46
29 - 46
INACCURACY
± Deg (R)
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
<0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
<0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20
SAMPI._
FREQ. (i-iz)
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACYSAMPLE PRI.
Deg (P,) ± Deg (R) FREQ. (Hz) EXP.
STa 63 114 inch from TVS 29 - 46 < 0.20
line, Channel #3
Sta 64 1/4 inch from TVS 29 - 46 < 0.20
line, Channel #4
SUPPLY TANK OI.Y'I'ER WALL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
STa 101 LH2 transfer line 29 - 46 < 0.20
tcmperatuxe at
supply tank wall
STa 102 fiI1 drain line 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature at
supply tank
Sta 103 passive TVS line 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature at
outer supply tank
wall
STab 104 gas pressurization 29 - 46 < 0.20
line temp at
supply tank wall
STa 105 vent line ternp- 29 - 46 < 0.20
eramre at supply
tank outer wall
Sta 106 top dome warm side 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature
STa 107 supply tank upper 29 - 46 < 0.20
barrel cold side
temperature
STa I08 AFT dome cold side 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature
Sta 109 supply tank lower 29 - 46 < 0.20
barrel warm side
temperature
$Ta 110 top dome cold side 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature
STa 111 AFT dome warm side 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature
Sta i12 forward barrel warm 29-46 <0.20
side temperature
STa 113 aft barrel cold 29 - 46 < 0.20
side temperature
Sta 1!4 central barrel +y 29 - 46 < 0.20
direction
STa 115 central barrel -y 29 - 46 < 0.20
direction
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.!
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACY
Deg(R) ± Dog(R)
STa 116 forwardbarrelwarm 29 -46
side strut nezx
tank wall
< 0.20
STa 117 aft barrel cold 29 - 46 < 0.20
side strut near
tank wall
STa ! 18 harness at PV warm 29 - 46 < 0.20
side
STa 119 harness at PV cold 29 - 46 < 0.20
side
SUPPLY TANK MODULE PANEL LOCATED TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
STa 201 LH2 transfer line 29 - 46 < 0.20
temperature at Flow
meter panel J
< 0.20STa 202 LH2 transfcx line 29 - 46
temperature at
Ventri flow control
entrance, Panel I
< 0.20STa 203 LH2 transfer line 29 -46
temp. at Orifice
flow control bank
exit. Panel I
Sta 204 LH2 transfer line 29 - 46
temp. at panel f
entrance. This
line section fcexts
the active TVS
mixerpumps
STa 205 LH2 transfer line 29 - 46
at Panel F exit.
Active TVS mixer
pumps exit temp.
< 0.20
< 0.20
< 0.20STa 206 passiveTVS line 29 -46
Temp. atJoule
Thompson dev.
PanelH
< 0.20Sta 207 TVs line temp. 29 - 46
downstream of JT
devices. Panel H
< 0.20STa 208 Joule Thompson dev. 29 - 46
heater temp Panel H
< 0.20STab 209 gasp_ssurization 29 - 46
line temperature at
Panel J
< 0.20STa 210 gromd fill line 29 - 46
temperature at
Panel E exit
SAMPLE
FREQ. (Hz)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACY SAMPLE PRL
I_g 0g) ± De8 0t) FREQ. (Hz) EXP.
STa 211 vent line temp. 29 - 46
at Panel G
INNER HONEYCOMB TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
STb 212 forward dome warm 117-280
side temp. of inner
honeycome s_
STb 213 forward barrrel 117-280
warm honeycomb temp
STb 214 Aft Dome inner 117-280
honeybomb temp.
cold side
STb 215 Aft barrel inner 117-280
honeycomb warm side
temperature
STb 216 forward dome cold 117-280
si honeycomb temp.
STb 217 AFT dome warm side 117-280
honeycomb temp.
STb 218 forward barrel cold 117-280
side honeycomb temp
STb 219 Aft barrel cold 117-280
side honeycomb temp
S'rb 220 central barrel +y 11%280
direction honeycomb
temperature
STb 221 central barrel -y 117-280
direction honeycomb
temperature
STb 222 Forward barrel warm 117-280
side strut near
honeycomb
STb 223 Aft barrel cold 11%280
side strut near
honeycomb
STb 224 harness at 117-280
honeycomb warm side
STb 225 harness at !1%280
honeycomb cold side
HYDROGEN VAPORIZER TEMPERATURE MEASUPEMENTS
STa 301 LH2 U'ansfcr line 36 - 41
temp. at Vaporizer
line inlet
< 0.20
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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MEA$ NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACY SAMPLE PRI.
I_g (R) ±Dcg (R) FREQ. (Hz) EXP.
STab 302 vaporizer B coil
inlet temperature
36-530
STab 303 vaporizerA coil
L_ct temperature
36-53O
Stab 304 vaporizer B coil
exit temperature
36-530
STab 305 vaporizer A coil
exit temperatm_
36-530
STb 306 vaporizer B bottle
cold side temp.
485-525
STb 307 vaporizer A bottle
cold side temp.
485-525
STb 308 vaporizer B bottle
warm side temp.
485-525
STb 309 vaporizer A bottle
warm side temp.
485-525
Stab 310 vaporizer coil exit
temp. at vent line
38-525
STb 311 helium bottle
temperature
485-525
STa 312 helium bottle
teraperature
485-525
STb 313 helium bottle
temperature
485-525
STb 314 heliumbottle
temperature
485-525
STb 315 Gas pressurant
flow meterinl_
485-525
OUTER MLI TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
STb 316 Forward dome outer
MLI temperatu_ on
warm side
360-525
STb 317 Upper barrel outer
MLI temperature on
cold side
235-525
STb 318 AFT dome outer MLI
temperature on cold
side
235-525
STb 319 lower barrrel outer
MLI temperature on
warm side
360-525
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1,5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< !.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
0.I
0.1
0.1
O.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
O.I
0.1
0.1
O.l
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MEAS NUM DESCRIFTION RANGE
Deg (R)
STb 320 Forward dome outer 235-525
MLI temperature on
cold side
STb 321 AFT dome outer MLI 360-525
temperature on warm
side
STb 322 upper barrel warm 360-525
side outer MLI
temperature
STb 323 lower barrel outer 235-525
MLI temperature on
cold side
STb 324 oentral barrel +y 235-525
direction outer MLI
temperamrc
STb 325 central barrel -y 235-525
direction outer MLI
temperature
VENT AND GASEOUS FLOW METER TEMPERATURES
STb 326 ground/ascent vent 235-525
line temperature
STb 327 temperature at vent 235-525
relief line
STb 328 Supply ta_k active 235-525
TVS flow meter temp
STb 329 Supply tank passive 235-525
TVS flow meter temp
STb 331 gas pressurant flow 485-525
meter inlet temp.
STb 332 temperamm at 235-525
balanced TVS vent.
(flow)
SUPPLY TANK LIQUID VAPOR POINT MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIFTION RESPONSE
Deg (R)
SL I Rake #5 98% Volume LIQNAP
SL 2 Rake #5 96% Volume LIQ/VAP
SL 3 Rake #5 95% Volume LIQ/VAP
SL 4 Rake #5 94% Volume LIQ/VAP
SL 5 Rake #5 92% Volume LIQNAP
SL 6 Rake #1 90% Volume LIQNAP
INACCURACY
+ Deg (R)
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
SAblPLE
FREQ. (Hz)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
SAMPLE
FREQ. (Hz)
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
PRI.
EXP.
PRI.
EXP.
I
1
1
1
1
I
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MEAS
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
NUM DESCRIPTION
'7 Rake #2 88% Volume
8 Rake #3 86% Volume
9 Rake #.4 84% Volume
10 Rake #I 80% Volume
lI Rake #2 78% Volume
12 Rake #3 76% Volume
13 Rake #4 74% Volume
14 Rake #1 72% Volume
15 Rake #2 68% Volume
16 Rake #3 64% Volume
17 Rake #4 60% Volume
18 Rake #1 56% Volume
19 Rake #2 54% Volume
20 Rake #3 52% Volume
21 Rake #4 50% Volume
22 Rake #1 48% Volume
23 Rake #2 44% Volume
24 Rake #3 40% Volume
25 Rake #4 36% Volume
26 Rake #1 32% Volume
27 Rake #2 28% Volume
28 Rake #3 24% Volume
29 Rake #4 20% Volume
30 Rake #I 16% Volume
31 Rake #2 12% Volume
32 Rake #3 8% Volume
33 Rake #4 4% Volume
34 Vent lineentrance
35 Transfer line
entrance
36 TVS line exit
RESPONSE
Deg _)
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
3O
SAMPLE
FREQ. (Hz)
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.i
0.I
0.I
0.i
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
PRI.
EXP.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
!
i
1
I
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
!
1
1
1
1
1
I
SUPPLYMODULEPRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION
SP i
SP 2
SP 3
SP 4
SP 5
SP 6
SP 7
SP 8
SP 9
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
RANGE
PSIA
Pressurization line 50
press to supply tank
Supply vent line 50
Pressure
Relief vent line 50
pressure
Active TVS line 50
pressure to mixer
Active TVS inlet 50
pressuretosupply
tank
TVS inletpre,ssu_ 50
to visco jets
Passive TVS exit 50
line pressu_ to
supply tank
Supply tank LH2 50
_aasfer line
pressure
Supplytankfill 50
drain line pressure
LH2 transfer line
pressla_downsteam
of veaaai bank
LH2 _ansfer line 50
pressure to vaporizer
Vaporizer B coil 50
inlet pressure
Vaporizer B coil exit 200-
pressure 2000
Vaporizer A coil exit 200-
pressure 2000
Vapodzer B boule 200-
pressure 2000
Vaporizer A bottle 200-
pressure 2000
Vaporizervent line 50
pressure
Helium botde 3000
pressure
Helium botde 3000
pressure
INACCURACY
+]- PSIA
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
37
37
37
37
0.37
37
37
SAMPLE
nlEQ (nZ)
0.1
EDU
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
MEAS
TYPE
Control
Control
EDU
Control
EDU
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Control
Conuol
Control
Control
Data
Data
safety
Data
safety
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MEAS NI/M DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACY SAMPLE MEAS
PSIA +/-PSIA FREQ (HZ) TYPE
SP 20
SP' 21
SP 22
SP 23
SP 24
LARGE RECEIVER
MEAS NUM
LRTa I
LRTa 2
LRTa 3
LRTa 4
LRTa 5
LRTa 6
LRTa 7
LRTa $
LRTa 9
LRTa 10
LRTa I !
LRTa 12
LRTa 13
LRTa 14
Pressure at Venturi 50 0.37
flow meter bank
Supply t_k active 25 0.18
TVS flow pressure
Supply tank passive 25 0.18
TVS flow pressure
Pressurant gas flow 50 0.37
meter pressure
Flight Balanced 50 0.37
vent pressure
(LR) TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
DESCRIPTION RANGE
Deg (R)
INACCURACY
+ Deg (R)
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
SAMPLE
FREQ. (I-Iz)
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
PR.I.
EXP.
1 Pressurization line 36-540 < 1.5 0.1 8
diffuserTen-q3erature
2 Internal vent line 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 3
Temperature
Top LAD T_ 29--46 < 0.2 0.I 4
Bottom LAD temp. 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
Inside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
#1, 3/4 length
Inside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
#2,2/4 length
Inside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
#1, 1/2 length
Inside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
#2, 1/2 length
Inside LAD chamml 29-46 < 0.2 0. I 4
#I, I/4length
Inside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
#'2, 1/4 length
OutsideLAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.I 4
#1, 3/4 length
Outside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0, I 4
#2, 314 length
Outside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0.1 4
#I, 1/2 length
Outside LAD channel 29-46 < 0.2 0. I 4
#2, 1/2 length
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCI_ACY SAMPLE PRI.
Deg (17,) + Deg (R) FREQ. (I-k) EXP.
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Outside LAD channel
#1, 1/4 length
Outside LAD channel
#2, I/4 length
Pressurization line
diffuser temperature
95% volume level
Rake #1
90% volume level
Rake #2
85% volume level
Rake #1
80% volume level
Rake #2
75%volume level
Rake#1
70% volume level
Rake #2
65%volurne_vel
Rake #1
60% volume level
Rake #2
55% volume level
R_.ake#1
50% volume level
Rake #3
45% volume level
Rake #5
40% volume level
Rake #4
35% volume level
Rake#*5
30% volume level
Rake #4
25% volume level
Rake #5
20% volume level
Rake #4
15% volume level
Rake #5
29--46
29-46
29-46
29-46
29-46
29-46
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
I 10-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
29 - 46
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
!10-540
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 0.2
<1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
O.l
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1 3
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MEAS
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
NUM
35
36
I01
I02
103
104
105
I06
I07
I08
I09
II0
III
112
113
I14
115
I16
117
118
DESCRIPTION
10% volume level
Rake #4
5% volumelevel
Rake #5
Top axialsprayline
temp.attankwall
LH2 Transfer line
temp. at tank wall
Lower axial spray
line temp. m
wall
Tangential spray line
temp. at tank wall
vent line temperature
at outer tank wall
Pressurization line
temperature
TVS line temp. at
outer tank wall temp.
TVS line temperature
at50% length
TVS line terr@erature
at 100% length
top dome warm side
lank temperature
top dome cold side
tank temperature
Aft dome warm side
tank temperature
Aft dome cold side
tank temperature
Upper barrel warm si
tank temperature
Upper barrel cold si
tank temperature
Central barrel,
tanktemperature
Lower barrel warm si
tanktemperature
Lower bmTei cold si
tank temperature
RANGE
I_g (R)
36-II0
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-II0
110-540
36-110
II0-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
! 10-540
36-110
I10-540
36-110
110-540
36-I 10
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110"
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
I]NACCURACY
± Dog (R)
< 1.0
< 1.5
<1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< i.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
<I.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
<1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< !.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
SAMPLE
FREQ. (Hz)
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACY SAMPLE PRI.
Deg (R) ± Dog (R) FREQ. (Hz) EXP.
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTa
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
119
120
121
122
123
201
2O2
203
2O4
205
2O6
2O7
2O8
2O9
210
211
212
213
214
215
Central barrel,
tank temperature
Warm side strut
temperature at tank
Cold side strut
te_e at tank
Warm side harness
temperature at tank
Cold side harness
temperature at tank
Top axial spray line
temp. at panel L
LH2 Transfer line
temp. at panel L
Lower axial spray
line temp. at valve
panel K
Tangential spray
line temp. at valve
panel K
Vent line temperature
at valve pmel L
Pressurizationline
temp. at panelL
TVS line temperature
at valve pmel L
Forward dome
honeycomb warm side
Forward dome
honeycomb cold side
Aft dome, honeycomb
warm side
Aft dome, honeycomb
cold side
Honeycomb upper barr
warm side
Honeycomb lower barr
cold side
Honeycomb central
temperature
Honeycomb central
temperature
36-110
110-540
36- 110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
36-110
110-540
115-135
115-135
115-135
115-135
115-135
115-135
115-135
115-135
<1.0
< !.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
<1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
<I.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
<1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< !.0
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
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MEAS
LRTb
LRTb
LR_
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTb
LRTa
LRTb
NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE INACCURACY
I_g (R) ± Deg (R)
216 Warm sidestrut i15-135 < 1.5
temperature
217 Cold sidestrut 115-135 < 1.5
temperature
218 harnessathoneycomb I15-135 < i.5
warm side temper_m_
219 harnessathoneycomb I15-135 < 1.5
coldside
301 Forward dome outer M 360-520 < 1.5
temp. on warm side
302 Aft dome cold side 230-520 < 1.5
MLI tempemnuc
303 Aft barrel outer MLI 360-520 < 1.5
temp. on warm side
304 Forward barrel outer 230-520 < 1.5
MLI temp. cold side
305 MLI temp. central 230-520 < 1.5
side +y direction
306 MLI temp. central 230-520 < 1.5
side temp. -y direct.
307 Receiver tank flow 29 - 46 < 0.2
transfer orifice temp
308 Lg. Rec TVS flow 235-525 < 1.5
meter inlet temp.
LARGE RECEIVER LIQUID VAPOR POINT MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RESPONSE
LRL 1 Rake #1 98% Volume LIQNAP
LRL 2 Rake #2 96% Volume UQNAP
LRL 3 Rake #1 94% Volume LIQNAP
LRL 4 Rake #2 92% Volume LIQ/VAP
LRL 5 Rake #1 90% Volume LIQNAP
LRL 6 Rake #2 88% Volume UQ/VAP
LRL 7 Rake #1 86% Volume UQ/VAP
LRL 8 Rake #2 84% Volume UQNAP
LRL 9 Rake #1 82% Volume UQ/VAP
LRL I0 Rake #2 80% Volume UQNAP
SAMPLE
FREQ. (I-h)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
SAMPLE
FREQ. (I-Iz)
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
PRI.
EXP.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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MEAS
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
LRL
NUM DESCRIPTION
I 1 Rake #I 78% Volume
12 Rake #2 76% Volume
13 Rake #1 74% Volume
14 Rake #2 72% Volume
15 Rake #1 70% Volume
16 Rake #2 66% Volume
17 Rake #1 62% Volume
18 Rake #2 58% Volume
19 Rake #I 54% Volume
20 Rake #3 50% Volume
21 Rake #5 46% Volume
22 Rake #4 42% Volume
23 Rake #5 38% Volume
24 Rake #4 34% Volume
25 Rake #5 30% Volume
26 - Rake #4 26% Volume
27 Rake #5 22% Volume
28 Rake #4 18% Volume
29 Rake #5 14% Volume
30 Rake #4 10% Volume
31 Lake #5 6% Volume
32 Vent line exit
33 Upper LAD box
34 LAD channel #1
3/4 length
35 LAD chmanel #2
314 length
36 LAD channel #1
1/2 length
37 LAD channel #2
1/2 length
38 LAD channel #1
i14 length
RESPONSE
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
UQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
UQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
UQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
UQNAP
UQNAP
SAMPLE
FREQ. Cdz)
0.1
0.1
0.i
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
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MEAS NUM DESCRIIYrlON RESPONSE SAMPLE PRI.
FREQ. (Hz) EXP.
LRL 39 LAD channel #2 LIQNAP
1/4 length
LRL 40 Lower LAD box LIQNAP
LARGE RECEIVER PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCT.IFIION RANGE AC_CY
PSIA +/- PSIA
LR 1 Lg Rec relief vent 50 0.23
meter pressure
LR 2 L8 Rec pressuriza- 50
fion line pressure
0.23
LR 3 Lg. Rec vent line 50 0.23
pressure
LR 4 Top axial spray 50 0.37
line pressure
LR 5 Lg Rec LAD transfer 50
line pressure
LR 6 Aft axial spray 50
line pressure
LR 7 Tangential spray 50
line pressure
0.37
0.37
0.37
LR 8 Receiver tanks 50 0.37
venturi pressure
LR 9 Lg. Rec TVS line 25
pressure
0.18
SMALL RECEIVER (SR) MODULE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIVrION RANGE INACCL_ACY
Deg (R) + Deg (R)
SRTa 1 Pressurization line 36-110
diffuser temp. 110-540
< 1.0
SRTa 2 Vent line exit 29 - 46 < 0.2
temperature
SRTa 3 97.5% volume level 29 - 46 < 0.2
radial spray bar
SRTa 4 80.0% volume level 29 - 46
radial spray bar
SRTa 5 50.0% volume level 29 - 46
radial spray bar
SRTa 6 20.0% volume level 29 - 46
radial spray bar
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
SAMPLE
RATE 6Iz)
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
MEAS
TYPE
Control
EDU
Control
EDU
Control
EDU
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
PRI.
EXP.
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE
Deg (R)
INACCURAC'Y
± Deg (R)
SRTa 7 2.5% volume level 29 - 46 < 0.2
radial spray bar
SRTa 8 Axial spray line 29 - 46 < 0.2
temperature
SRTa 9 Tangential spray line 29 - 46 < 0.2
left nozzle temp.
SRTa 10 Tangential spray line 29 - 46 < 0.2
right nozzle temp.
SRTa i I Tangential spray line 29 - 46 < 0.2
center left temp.
SRTa 12 Tangential spray line 29 - 46 < 0.2
center right temp.
SRTa 13 Rake V-I, 5% level 29 - 46 < 0.2
SRTa 14 Rake V-l, 75% level 29 - 46 < 0.2
SRTa 15 Rake V-l,75% level 36-1I0 < 1.0
110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 16 Rake V-l, 95% level 36-110 < 1.0
110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 17 Rake V-2, 5% level 36--110 < 1.0
110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 18 Rake V-2, 25% level 36-110 < 1.0
110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 19 Rake V-2, 75% level 36-1 I0 < 1.0
110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 20 Rake V-2, 95% level 29 - 46 < 0.2
SRTa 21 Rake H-2 center 36-110 < 1.0
right temperature 110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 22 Rake H-2 center 36-110 < 1.0
left temperature 110-540 < 1.5
SRTa 23 Rake H-I center 36-110 < 1.0
right temperature ! 10-540 < 1.5
SRTa 24 Rake H-1 center left 36-110 < 1.0
temperaaa'e 110-540 < 1.5
SMALL RECEIVER TANK OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE ACCURACY
Dog (R) ± Deg (R)
SRTa 101 Top axial spray line 36-110 < 1.0
temp. at tank wall 110-540 < 1.5
SAMPLE
RATE (Hz)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
SAMPLE
RATE (Hz)
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
EXP.
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MEAS
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
NUM
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112 .
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
DESCRIPTION RANGE ACCURACY SAMPLE PRL
Deg _) ± Deg (R) RATE (nz) EXP.
Radial spray line 36-110
temp. at tank wall 110-540
Tangential spray line 36-110
temp. at tank wall 110-540
Vent line temp. at 36-110
outer tank wall 110-540
Pressurization line 36-110
temperature 110-540
TVS line temperature 29 * 46
downstream of JT device
TVS line temperature 29 - 46
50% length
TVS line temperature 29 - 46
100% length
Top dome, quadrant I 36-110
temperature 110-540
Top dome, quadrant 2 36-110
temperature 110-540
Top dome, quadrant 3 36-110
temperatu_ 110-540
Aft dome, quadrant 4 36-1 I0
temperature 110-540
Aft dome, quadrant 5 36-110
temperature 1!0-540
Aft dome, quadrant 6 36-1 I0
temperature 110-540
Tangential spray are 36-I I0
tank temperature 110-540
Tangential sprayare 36-110
tanktemperature 110-540
Barrel Section 90 de 36-110
from spary 110-540
Barrel Section 90 de 36-110
from spary 110-540
Warm side harness 36-110
temperature at tank 110-540
Cold side harness 36-I 10
temperatureattank 110-540
Wren side strut 36-110
temperature at tank 110-540
<1.0
< 1.5
< !.0
< 1.5
< !.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 0.2
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< !.5
< !.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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MEAS
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTa
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
SRTb
NUM
122
201
202
203
2O4
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
DESCRIPTION RANGE ACCURACY SAMPLE PRI.
Deg (R) ± Deg (R) RATE (Hz) EXP.
Cold side strut 36-110 < 1.0
temperature at tank 110-540 < 1.5
LH2 Transfer line 36-110 < 1.0
temp. at panel M 110-540 < 1.5
Lower axial spray line 36-110
temp. at valve panel M i 10-540
Radial spray line 36-110
te_amre at panel M 110-540
Tangential spray line 36-110
temp. at panel N valve 110-540
vent line temperature 36-110
at valve panel N 110-540
Pressurization line 36-110
temperature at panel N 110-540
Top dome, honeycomb 117-135
quadrant 1
Top dome, honeycomb 117-135
quadrant 2
Top dome, honeycomb 117-135
quadrant 3
Aft dome, honeycomb 117-135
quadrant 4
Aft dome, honeycomb 117-135
quadrant 5
Aft dome, honeycomb 117-135
quadrant 6
Honeycomb barrel 117-135
te_e +y
Honeycomb barrel 117-135
temperature -y
Honeycomb barrel 117-135
temperature +z
Honeycomb barrel 117-135
temperature +z
Warm side harness 117-135
temperature at IMLI
Cold side harness 117-135
temperature at IMLI
Warm side strut 117-135
temperature at IMLI
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< !.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< 1.5
< !.5
< 1.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
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MEAS NUM DES_ON RANGE ACCURACY
I_g (R) ± Deg (R)
SRTb 220 Cold side strut 117-135 < 1.5
temperature at IMLI
SRTa 301 Dump vent line 36-110 < 1.0
te_¢ 110-540 < 1.5
SRTb 302 Top dome, outer MLI 235-525 < 1.5
quadrant 1
SRTb 303 Top dome, outer MLI 235-525 < 1.5
quadrant 2
SRTb 304 Aft doom, outer MLI 235-525 < 1.5
quadrant 4
SRTb 305 Aft doom, outer MLI 235-525 < 1.5
quadrant 5
SRTb 306 OuterMIA barrel 235-525 < 1.5
temperature
SRTb 307 OuterMLI barrel 235-525 < 1.5
temperature
SRTb 309 OuterMLI barrel 235-525 < 1.5
temperature
SRTb 310 Sm. Rec TVs flowmeter 235-525 < 1.5
inleteng)eratum
SMALL RECEIVER TANK MODULE LIQUID VALOR POINT blEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RESPONSE
l_g OR)
SRL 1 Radial Spray Rake UQNAP
95.5% level
SRL 2 Rake I-I-I, -8.2 LIQ/VAP
inch from center
SRL 3 Rake H-I, --4.1 LIQNAP
inch from center
SRL 4 Rake H-I, centex LIQNAP
SRL 5 Rake H-I,8.2 LIQNAP
inch from center
SRL 6 Rake H-I, 4.1 LIQWAP
inch from center
SRL 7 Radial Spray Rake LIQ/VAP
92.5% level
SRL 8 Rake V-I, 90%level LIQ/VAP
SRL 9 Radial bar, 88% LIQNAP
SRL 10 Rake V-2, 86% level LIQNAP
42
SAMPLE
RArE fHz)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
SAMPLE
FREQ.fHz)
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
PRI.
EXP.
PRI.
EXP.
MEAS
SRL
SILL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRL
NUM
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
DESCRIPTION
Rake V-l, g4% level
Radial bar, 82%
Rake V-2, 80% level
Rake V-l, 78% level
Radial bar, 76%
Rake V-2, 74% level
Rake V-1, 72% level
Radial bar 70%
Rake V-l, 65% level
Radial bar, 60%
Rake V-2, 55% level
Tangential Rake
-13.3 in from center
Tangential Rake
-9.7 in from center
Tangential Rake
center
Tangential Rake
13.3 in from center
Tangential Rake
9.7 in from center
Rake V-I, 45% level
Radial bar, 40%
Rake, V-2, 35% level
Rake V-I, 30% level
Radial bar, 25%
Rake V-2, 20% level
Rake V-I, 15% level
Rake V-2, 10% level
Rake H-2, -8.2
inch from center
Rake H-2, -4.1
inch from center
Rake H-2, center
RESPONSE
Deg (R)
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
UQ/VAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQm_
UQ/vAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQNAP
LIQ/VAP
LIQNAP
SAMPLE
FREQ. (I-_)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0ol
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
PRI.
EXP.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RESPONSE SAMPLE PRI.
Deg (R) FREQ. (8z) EXP.
SRL 38 Rake H-2, 8.2 LIQNAP
inch from center
SRL 39 Rake H-2, 4.1 LIQNAP
inch from center
SRL 40 Vent eixt line LIQNAP
SMALL RECEIVER MODULE PRESSURE MEASUREMNTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE
PSIA
ACCURACY
+/- PSIA
SRP 1 Sm Rec pressurization 50 0.23
line pressure
SRP 2 Sm. Rec vent line 50 0.23
Ixessure
SRP 3 Sm Rec dump vent 50 0.23
line pressure
SRP 4 LH2 transfer line 50 0.37
pressm_
SRP 5 axialsprayfine 50 0.37
pressm'e
SRP 6 radialsprayline 50 0.37
pressure
SRP 7 Tangential spray 50 0.37
line pressure
SRP 8 Pressure downsu-eam 50 0.37
of J'r device
SRP 9 Sm Rec TVS flow 25 0.18
line pressure
COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM ACCELERATION MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE ACCURACY
(MICRO-G) RATE (Hz)
SA 1 X-axis acceleration 1-100 TBD
SA 2 Y-axis acceleration 1-100 TBD
SA 3 Z-axis acceleraiton I-I00 TBD
COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM POWER (W) MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION RANGE ACCURACY
WAFTS
W 1 Supply tank 8-21
heater power
TBD
0.1
0.I
0.1
SAMPLE
RATE (HX)
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
SAMPLE
I0
I0
10
SAMPLE
RATE (Rz)
MEAS
TYPE
Control
EDU
Control
EDU
Control
EDU
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
PRI
EXP
3
3
3
PRI.
EXP.
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MEAS NUM DESCRIPTION
W 2 Vaporizer A
W 3 Vaporizer B
W 4 Large receiver
heater power
W 5 Small reciever 50
heater power
W 6 Hight vent 7
W 7 TVS vent 7
W 8 Vapodzer panel A 6
W 9 Vaporizer panel B 6
W 10 Connector panel A 2
W I 1 Connector panel B 2
RANGE
WATTS
50
ACCURACY
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
COLD-SAT EXPERIMENTAL SUBSYSTEM FLOW MEASUREMENTS
MEAS NUM DESCRIFHON
F 1 LH2 u-ansfer flow
from supply tank
F 2 LH2 low flow rate
F 3 LH2 medium flow rate
F 4 LH2 high flow rate
F 5 Supply tank passive
TVS flow tam
F 6 Supply tank active
TVS flow rate
F 7 Lg. Rec. tank passive
TVS flow rate
F 8 Sin. Rec. tank passive
TVS flow rate
F 9 Pressurant flow rate
F 10 LH2 transfer flow
hetwcen receivers
F 11 Right balanced
Vent flow rate
RANGE INACCURACY
(LBM/HR) FREQ.
50-350 0.5% read
15-50 0.5% spin
30-I00 0.5% span
60-200 0.5% span
0.16 1.0% span
5.6 1.0% span
0.21 1.0% span
0.15 1.0% span
1-10 1.0% Slam
60-200 0.5% span
SAMPLE
RATE (Hz)
1
I
1
SAMPLE
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD TBD TBD 8
PRI.
EXP.
Fag
Eng
3
3
1
Fag
Eng
Fag
Fag
PRI
EXP
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TABLE 1.--- EXPERIMENT ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS BOX DEFINITION
Type of
measurement
unit
Experimental
data
Accelerometer
data
Mixer motor
power
Capacitive probe
signal condi-
tioning power
Number Electronics
of units bay
requited location
3 2
I 2
1 2
I 2
Unit
weight,
lb
7
7.5
12
Unit
power,
W
15
10
15
15
TABLE 2.--8-BIT DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT
UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATES
Voltage
l"Rnge,
mV
0-10
0-30
0-125
0-1250
Uncertainty,
mV
:t-0.18
+.20
+.45
+_3.34
rs$
uncertainty,
percent
1.80
.67
.36
.27
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TABLE 3.---COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT SUMMARY
Measurement
requirement
High-accuracy
fluid temperature
Structure
temperature
Structure
temperatures
Hydrogen
liquid/vapor
level detection
Two-phase flow
detection
High resolution
tank pressures
Plumbing system
pessttres
LH2 Transfer
Flow Rates
Mixer flow rates
TVS flow rates:
Supply tank
Large receiver
Small receiver
Vent flow rates
Measurement
range
30.0-50.0 OR
30.0-50.0 °R
36.0-540 OR
Tank volume
Liquid to vapor
0-50 psia
0-5000 psia
50, 100, 200
lbm/hr
TBD
_m/hr
0.165.6
0.21
0.15
Transistor type
Type A PRT
Type A PRT
Type AB PRT
Thermistor
Thermistor
Cryogenic strain
gauge
Cryogenic strain
gauge
Venturi/AP
rpm
Turbine meters
Measurement
_rror
<__.2 R
<__+0.2R
<+9-.0 R
±1.0 percent
NA
• 0.23 psia
±1.0%
<_2.0%
TBD
<±5.0%
Resolution,
bit
12
12
12
Sample
frequency,
Sz
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
.1
.1
Number
required
90
49
162
5--50 lbm/hr Sonic flow
nozzle
<_+.5.0%
12
12
12
10
106
10
33
Acceleration _< 100 lag Accelerometer TBD 12 10 3
Valve status Open/close Switch N/A 1 0.I 61
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TABLE 4.--TEMPERATURE SENSOR CANDIDATE REQUIREMENTS AND ERRORS
GRT
PRT Ro = IOO0
Silicon diode
"Variable.
Temperature
range,
*R
2O-5O
29-47
2%5_
Excitation
level,
mA
(a)
10
1.0
Excitation
error,
percent
±0.1
_-_.1
±0.1
.11
Sensor
output,
mV
<I0
33-125
3.3-125
125-1250
20-540 0.01 ±0.1 1300-520
Total 8-bit
measurement
error,
mV
0.18
0.45
0.45
3.3
3.3
TABLE 5.--ERROR ANALYSIS FOR 1000-OHM PLATINUM
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER IN 8-BIT DATA
ACQUITISION SYSTEM
[DAS error, ±-0.45 mV; excitation current, 10 mA.]
Temper- Resis- sensivity
ature, tance, of resis-
OR fl tance to
temper-
ature,
AD./A°R
29.07 3.39 0.23
3.87 3.84 .27
32.67 4.37 .32
34.47 4.99 .37
36.27 5.70 .42
38.07 6.51 .48
39.87 7.42 .54
41.67 8.45 .73
50.67 15.33 .93
Sensitiv-
ity of
temper-
ature to
voltage,
°R/mV
0.43
.37
.31
.27
.24
.21
.19
.14
.11
Temper- Error,
ature percent
error
°R
•-0.20 ±0.68
±.17 ±.54
.+..14 ±.44
_12 ±.36
±.11 ±.30
±.10 .+-25
:L08 ±.21
±.06 ±.15
±.05 ±.10
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TABLE 6.---8-BIT DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM INACCURACY
INFLUENCE ON GRT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT ERROR
Temper-
ature,
*R
18
36
54
72
180
[Voltage measurement error, 3:0.18 mV.]
Resis-
tance,
f_
149.16
23.57
9.46
5.44
1.695
Sensitiv-
ity of
resistance
to temper-
ature,
D/°R
Om'ent, Sensitiv- Temper- Error,
mA ity of ature percent
temper- error,
ature to percent
voltage,
°R/mV
-21.89 0.067 0.681 :tO. 1 3:0.67
-1.58 .424 1.490 3:.27 +75
-.36 1.058 2.647 +_.48 +_.89
-.13 1.839 4.130 3:.74 -4-1.0
-.007 5.900 25.45 ±4.6 .+.2.6
TABLE 7.--UNCERTAINTY IN SATURATION
TEMPERATURE DUE TO PRESSURE MEAS-
UREMENT UNCERTAINTY (UP)
[Uncertainty in saturation pressure, UP, 3:0.23 psi.]
Temper- Pressure,
ature, psia
oR
30.806 5
36.608 15
41.299 30
45.406 50
Sensitivity
of temperature
to pressure,
5TISP,
*R/psi
0.7836
.4231
.2431
.1385
Uncertainty in
saturation
temperature,
UT,
oR
_0.18
3:0.10
+-0.06
+-0.03
TABLE 8.--FLIGHT QUALIFIED CRYOGENIC PRESSURE
SENSOR CANDIDATE SPECIFICATIONS
Transducer type .................... Cryogenic strain gauge
Temperature range, °R .......................... 36-186
Full scale inaccuracy, percent ....................... +-0.25
Thermal zero shift, percent of FS/°R ................. 3:0.015
Thermal span shift, percent/°R ..................... 3:0.005
Natural frequency (at 15 psi), kHz ...................... 3
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Table 9._PRESSURE MEASUREMENT INACCURACY
AND RESOLUTION VALUES
Full scale 8-bit 8-bit
pressure, system resolution,
psia error, psi
psia
15 ±0.11 0.06
25 ±.18 .10
30 _+..21 .12
50 _36 .20
12-bit
system
error,
psia
±0.07
±.11
+13
+23
12-bit
resolution,
psi
0.004
.006
.007
.012
TABLE 10.--LIQUID HYDROGEN FLOW
MEASUREMENT ERROR ANALYSIS
[Calibration, ±0.5 percent; density,
±0.2 percent.]
(a) Orifice differential pressure
Flow AP EDU Mass flow rate
range, error, error, rss error,
percent percent percent percent
100 ±0.25 _-0.20 ±0.63
90 .-r_31 _-L25 ±.67
80 _39 4-.31 ±.74
70 _+_.51 -*-41 ±.85
60 ±.69 ±.56 ±1.04
50 -4-1.00 ±.80 ±1.39
40 ±1.56 ±1.25 +_2.07
(b) Turbine flowmeter
Flow
range,
percent
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
EDU Mass flow rote
error, rss error,
percent percent
±0.40 ±0.67
±.44 ±.72
±.50 ±.74
±.57 _79
+_-67 ±.85
.80 ±.96
±1.00 ±1.16
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TABLEI1.-THERMODYNAMICVENTSYSTEM(TVS)FLOW RATE
RANGE AND TURBINE METER SIZING
Location TVS Mass Flow
type flow range,
rate, ft3/hr
lb/hr
Small receiver Passive 0.15
Large receiver Passive .21
Supply tank Passive .16
Supply tank Active 5.6
Meter inlet temper-
ature and pressure
180 °R, 360 *R,
20 psia 5 psia
Equivalent volume
flow rate,
_/min
Turbine
meter
diameter
required,
in.
0.12 0.96 0.5
.17 1.34 .5
•13 1.02 .5
4.47 35.84 1.0
0.1-1.0
0.25-2.5
0.1-1.0
5-50
TABLE 12.-TVS FLOW MEASUREMENT
ERROR ANALYSIS
Meter Turbine EDU Density Mass flow
range, inaccuracy, error, error, rate rss error,
percent percent percent percent percent
100 .-1.05 _--0.4 e.3.66 "-3.83
50 "-.2.10 _0.8 "-3.66 _+4.29
TABLE 13.-TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE ON
Temperature Density,
*R lb/ft 3
50 0.222
140 .0675
240 .0391
340 .0276
440 .0213
Velocity,
V_,
f-t/see
1334
2320
2842
3363
3860
Area,
in. 2
6.75x10 -3
1.28x10 -2
1.80x 10 -2
2.16x10 -2
2.43x 10 -2
_OZZLE DIAMETER
Diameter, Volume
in. flow rate,
fd/min
0.093 3.75
.128 12.37
.151 21.32
.166 30.2
.176 39.13
TABLE 14.--LARGE RECEIVER ESTIMATED VENT TIMES
Temper-
ature
oR
440
340
240
140
Mass, lb, at-
30 psia 35 psia
0.267 0.222
.345 .288
.489 .408
.838 .698
Mass
difference,
lb
0.045
.057
.081
.140
Vent time,
8
9
11
13
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TABLE 15.--VENT FLOW RATE MEASUREMENT
ERROR ANALYSIS RESULTS
Temper-
atul'¢,
°R
140
440
Pressure error, percent, atm
50psia 35 psia 25psia 15 psia 5 psia
±1.01 +1.12 ±1.24 ±1.78 ±4.70
+_.90 ±1.01 ±1.20 ±1.71 ±4.67
TABLE 16.--SUPPLY MODULE INSTRUMENTATION LISTING
Sensor location
Inside pressure vessel
Liquid acquisition device
Outer tank wall
Tank wall plumbing
Tank wall struts
Tank wall harnesses
Panel E inside MLI
Panel F inside MLI
Panel G inside MLI
Panel H inside MLI
Panel I inside MLI
Panel J inside MLI
Struts inside MLI
Harnesses inside MLI
Honeycomb wall
Outside MLI can
Tray
Hydrogen vaporizers
Helium tanks
Vent panel O
Accelerometer
Total:
Sensor type
Temper- Liquid- Pressure Differ- Turbine
ature vapor sensors ential meters
sensors sensors pressure
venturi
54 34 0 0 0
10 2 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
2 0 2 0 0
1 0 2 0 0
3 0 2 0 0
2 0 1 4 0
2 0 3 0 1
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
I 0 1 0 1
10 0 7 0 0
5 0 3 0 I
2 0 2 0 1
3 0 0 0 0
139 36 24 4 4
Cryogen Gas
valve valve
discretes discretes
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
3 0
2 0
3 0
3 0
5 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
4 0
4 8
0 4
0 0
0 0
26 12
speed
sensors
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
2
Capaci-
tance
probe
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TABLE 17 - LARGE RECEIVER MODULE INSTRUMENTATION LISTING
Location
Inside Pressure vessel
Liquid acquisition devise
Outer tank wall
Tank wall plumbing & TVS
Temper-
ature
sensors
22
14
10
9
Tank wall struts
Tank wall harnesses
Panel K inside MLI
Panel L inside MLI
Struts inside MLI
Harnesses inside MLI
Honeycomb wall
Outside MLI wall
Tray
2
2
3
4
2
2
8
6
2
Total: 86
Sensor type
Liquid- Pressure Differ- Turbine Cryogen
vapor sensors ential meters valve
sensors pressure discretes
venmri
32 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 3
0 5 0 1 4
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 0 2
40 9 2 1 9
TABLE 18.--SMALL RECEIVER MODULE INSTRUMENTATION LISTING
Location Sensor type
Temper- Liquid- Pres- Differ- Turbine Cryogen
ature vapor sure ential meters valve
sensors sensors sensors pressure discretes
venturi
Inside pressure vessel 24 40 0 0 0 0
Outer tank wall 10 8 0 0 0 0
Tank wall plumbing & TVS 8 0 0 0 0 0
Tank wall struts 2 0 0 0 0 0
Tank wall harnesses 2 0 0 0 0 0
Panel M inside MLI 3 0 4 0 0 4
Panel N inside MLI 3 0 4 0 1 4
Struts inside MLI 2 0 0 0 0 0
Harnesses inside MLI 2 0 0 0 0 0
Honeycomb wall 10 0 0 0 0 0
Outside MLI wall 8 0 0 0 0 0
Tray 2 0 1 0 0 2
Total: 86 40 9 2 1 9
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TABLE 19.--ESTIMATED WIRE HARNESS WEIGHT
Wire
size
Conductor Insulation
material
24 AWG Manganin Polyimide
18 AWG Phosphor- Polyimide
bronze
Wire Estimated
diameter, weight,
in. lb/1000 ft
0.037 2.0
.062 6.6
TABLE 20.-- ESTIMATED WIRE
BUNDLE SIZE
Wire Conductor
size material
24 AWG Manganin
18 AWG Phosphor-
bronze
Number Estimated
of wires bundle
diameter,
in.
45 0.284
50 .299
55 .313
40 0.451
35 .422
45 .477
TABLE 2i.--COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM WIRING SUMMARY
Module
Supply module
Large receiver module
Small receiver module
Total:
Number of
instrumentation wires
Number of Total
power wires wires
18 -AWG
phorphor-
bronze
24-AWG 24-AWG
manganin copper
547 188
391 0
370 0
1308 188
66
40
44
152
24-AWG
copper
160 963
0 431
0 414
160 1808
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TABLE22.--SUPPLYMODULEINSTRUMENTATIONWIREALLOCATION
Location Sensorrhardwaretype
Temper- Liquid- Pres- Differ- Turbine Cryogen Gas Speed Capaci-
ature vapor sure ential wires valve valve sensor tance
wires wires wires pressure wires wires wires probe
wires
Total
wires
Inside pressure vessel 164 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 189
Outer tank wall 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Tank wall plumbing 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20
Tank wall struts 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Tank wall harnesses 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Panel E inside MLI 4 0 4 0 0 6 0 0 0 14
Panel F inside MLI 8 0 8 0 0 9 0 4 0 29
Panel G inside MLI 4 - 0 8 0 0 6 0 0 0 18
Panel H inside MLI 12 0 8 0 0 9 0 0 0 29
Panel I inside MLI 8 0 4 16 0 9 0 0 0 37
Panel J inside MLI 8 0 12 0 2 15 0 0 0 37
Struts inside MLI 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Harnesses inside MLI 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Honeycomb wall 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Outside MLI can 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Tray 4 0 4 0 2 12 0 0 0 22
Hydrogen vaporizers (Cu) 20 0 28 0 0 12 48 0 0 108
Helium tanks (Cu) 10 0 12 0 2 0 24 0 0 48
Vent panel O (Cu) 4 0 8 0 2 12 0 0 0 26
Accelerometer (Cu) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Total: 424 21 96 16 8 90 72 4 4 735
TABLE 23.--LARGE RECEIVER MODULE INSTRUMENTATION WIRE ALLOCATIONS
Location Sensor type
Temper- Liquid- Pressure Differ- Turbine Cryogen Total
ature vapor wires ential meters valve wires
wires wires pressure wires
wires
Inside pressure vessel 96 22 0 0 0 0 118
outertankwall 40 o o o o o 4o
Tank wall plumbing & TVS 36 0 0 0 0 0 36
Tank wall struts 8 0 0 0 0 0 8
Tank Wall harnesses g 0 0 0 0 0 8
Panel K inside MLI 12 0 12 0 0 9 33
Panel L inside MLI 16 0 20 0 2 12 50
Struts inside MLI 8 0 0 0 0 0 g
Harnesses inside MLI 8 0 0 0 0 0 8
Honeycomb wall 32 0 0 0 0 0 32
Outside MLI wall 24 0 0 0 0 0 24
Tray & flowmeter 8 0 4 8 0 6 26
Total: 296 22 36 8 2 27 391
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TABLE24.--SMALLRECEIVERMODULE INSTRUMENTATION WIRE ALLOCATION
Location
Inside pressure vessel
Outer tank wall
Tank wall plumbing & TVS
Tank wall struts
Tank wall harnesses
Panel M inside MLI
Panel N inside MLI
Struts inside MLI
Harnesses inside MLI
Honeycomb wall
Outside MLI wall
Tray & TVS meter
Total:
Wires
Sensor type
Liquid- Pressure Differential
vapor wires pressure
wires wires
72 22 0 0
40 0 0 0
32 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
12 0 16 0
12 0 16 0
8 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
40 0 0 0
32 0 0 0
8 0 4 0
280 22 36 0
Turbine Cryogen
meters valve
wires
Total
wires
0 0 94
0 0 40
0 0 32
0 0 8
0 0 8
0 I2 40
0 12 40
2 0 I0
0 0 8
0 0 40
0 0 32
0 6 18
2 30 370
TABLE 25 COLD-SAT INSTRUMENTATION WIRING SUMMARY
(a) Supply tank
W_elocafion
Penetrating tank
Thermally bonded to tank
Inside MLI
Outside MLI & tray
Total:
CTU RCTU 1
wires wires
67 70
68 59
16 16
19 22
170 167
RCTU 2
wires
48
79
24
19
170
EDU 1
0
16
0
2
18
EDU 2
0
10
0
0
10
EDU 3
4
8
0
0
12
Total
189
240
56
62
547
(b) Large receiver
RCTU 1 RCTU 2 EDU 1 EDU 2 EDU 3 Total
wires wires
Wirc lecafion CTU
wires
Penetrating tank 48 46
Thermally bonded to tank 49 42
Inside MLI 16 16
Outside MLI & tray 12 19
Total: 125 123
24
70
16
11
121
0
4
0
6
10
118
173
48
52
391
(c)Small receiver module
RCTU 1 RCTU 2 EDU 1 EDU 2 EDU 3 Total
wires wires
Wire location CTU
wires
Penetrating tank 24 24
Thermally bonded to tank 57 65
Inside MLI 20 20
Outside MLI & tray 12 12
Total: 113 121
46
38
16
22
122
0
6
0
0
6
94
174
56
46
370
56
TABLE 26.---COLD-SAT POWER WIRING SOURCE SUMMARY
Wire sourc¢ destination
Thermally bonded to tank (valves)
Thermally bonded to tank (heater)
Outside MLI & tray valves
Total:
Supply tank
SEQ 1 SEQ 2
wires wires
36 0
4 0
16 0
56 0
Large receiver
SEQ 1 SEQ 2
wires wires
2O 8
0 4
0 8
20 20
SmaLl receiver Total
SEQ 1 SEQ 2
wires wires
20 12 96
0 4 12
0 8 32
20 24 140
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Figure 1 .--Cryogenic on-orbit liquid depot-storage, acquisition, transfer (COLD-SAT) spacecmR.
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Figure 18._Concluded.
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Figure 20.---COLD-SAT experiment Subsystem small receiver tank instrumentation locations. (a) IntemaJ
Instrumentation locations. (b) External temperature sensor locations.
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